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Foreword

E FOR is the acron m for the E ergy from the FORe t
(E ergie de la FORet) program of the Canadian For
estry Ser ice. This program of research and develop
ment is aimed at securing the knowledge and technical
competence to facilitate in the medium to long telm a
greatl increased contribution from forest biomass to
our nation's primary energy production. It i part of the
federal go ernmenf s effort to promote the de elop
ment and u e of renewable energy a a means of
reducing dependence on petroleum and other non
renewable energy OUITe .

The E FOR program is concerned with the a sessment
and production of forest biomass with potential for
energy conversion and deals with such fore t-oriented
subjects as inventory, harvesting technology, silvicul
ture, and environmental impacts. (Biomass Conver
sion, dealing with the technology ofconverting biomass
to energy or fuels, is the responsibility of the Renewable

Energy Division of the Department of Energy, Mine
and Resources). Most E FOR projects, although de

eloped by CFS scientist in the light of program
objectives, are carried out under contract by forestr
consultants and research specialists. Contractors are
elected in accordance with science procurement ten

dering procedures of the Department of Suppl and
Ser ices. For further information on the E FOR Bio
ma Production program, contact ...

E [FOR Secretariat
Canadian Fore try Ser ice
Go ernment of Canada
Ottawa, Ontario, KIA IG5

This report is based on E FOR project P-318 which
was carried out under contract by McDaniels Research
Ltd., Vancouver, B.C. (DSS File 0.063B.KH603-5
0480).



Abstract

E aluation of R&D program is a topic of growing
importance for government research managers. This
report present an economic evaluation framework for
the E FOR program, which i a government R&D
program intended to conduct research on issues associ
ated with the utilization of forest biomass for energy. It
begins with reviewing the question of whether eco
nomic e aluation of R&D i possible, reviews the
existing literature, and outlines possible methods. Fi
nally, an economic evaluation approach is recommended.
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Resume

L'evaluation des programmes de R.-D. est une question
qui interesse de plus en plus les gestionnaires gouverne
mentaux. L'auteurpresente un cadre d'evaluation econ
omique pour Ie programme E FOR, programme gou
vernemental de R.-D. portant sur l'utilisation de la
biomasse forestiere a des fins energetiques. II com
mence par analyser la possibilite d'effectuer une evalu
ation economique de la R.-D. II passe ensuite en revue
la documentation existante sur Ie sujet. II presente
diverses methodes utili sables a cette fin et il indique
I' approche qu' il recommande.
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Chapter one

Introduction

Background

Research and development (R&D) activities are univer
sally recognized as inherently uncertain processes. They
often in olve long time-horizon results which are noto
riously difficult to predict, links between different phases
of R&D which are not well understood, subtle intelTe
lationships between projects, and diffuse potential users.
Yet, like all types of investment, R&D should be
expected to pay back dividends in terms of demon
strable benefits, however these benefits may be defined
or measured. This is as true for publicly funded R&D as
for research undertaken in the private sector, although
judging the benefits of public R&D is inherently more
difficult. Evaluation of R&D programs is consequently
a topic of growing importance for government research
managers. It is also a topic that poses formidable diffi
culties for analysts.

This study is concerned with approaches to evaluating,
primarily in economic terms, research activities funded
under the E FOR Program. E FOR (Energy from the
Forest) is an acronym refelTing to a renewable energy
research, development, and demonstration program.
This program began in 1978 and is administered by the
Canadian Forestry Service and sponsored by the Gov
ernment of Canada. In general terms, the program is
intended to conduct research on issues associated with
the utilization of fore t biomass material for energy, in
order to encourage substitution of biomass for fossil
fuels. Originally, E FOR comprised two distinct sub
programs: Biomass Production and Biomass Conver
sion. However, in 1983 the Department of Energy,
Mines and Resources assumed re ponsibility for the
Conversion Program. Thus E FOR now consists of
re earch acti ities concerned with biomass production
issues.

Overall study structure and emphasis

In July, 1984, McDaniels Research submitted an unso
licited proposal to undertake a three-phase study deal
ing with E FOR program planning and evaluation
(McDaniels Research 1984a). At that time, it was hoped
that the E FOR Program would continue for a number

of years. Thus, the original emphasis of the study was to
provide a data base and analytical framework that
would u e economic criteria to help program managers
make decisions about what types of new projects to
fund. The overall objecti e was to help achieve the
maximum expected benefits from program expendi
tures.

A brief description of the original objectives and ap
proach for each of the three phases is provided below:

Phase I: Development of a data ba e regarding the
supply and costs of forest biomass fuels in regions of
Canada. With this information, supply curves for differ
ent sources of biomass fuels would be estimated on a
regional basis. The supply curves would be useful
outputs on their own, and would also fOlm part of the
basis of the decision modeling work of subsequent
sections.

Phase II: Development of a decision-making model to
assist in estimating the benefits to be derived from
biomass production research projects. The decision
model would rely on the supply curves discussed above
to indicate the size of benefits (in the form of cost
savings) associated with successful innovations in bio
energy technology, and on decision analysis (decision
trees) to summarize in a probabilistic manner the uncer
tainties underlying research and development in bio
energy.

Phase III: Application of the decision model to an ex
ample set of specific questions or issues to be deter
mined by the ENFOR committee.

Phase I of the study was successfull completed in July,
1985 (McDaniels Research 1985), and copies of the
report are available from the Canadian Forestry Serv
ice.

As the Phase II study was about to begin, changes in
federal prioritie mandated that the E FOR program
activities would diminish in coming years. Program
emphasis was therefore placed on completing research
already in progress, with a few new projects to be



undertaken. Consequentl ,an analytical frame ork for
project selection (planned for de elopment in Phase II)
would ha e had onl limited u efuln ss.

The detailed propo al prepared b McDaniels Re earch
for the Phase II study had anticipated the po sibility that
E FOR acti itie ma be considerabl reduced. Thu
the propo al indicated the tud ould con ider both ex
post research evaluation method (analysi after proj
ects are completed) as well as ex ante project evaluation
method (anal si for electing new projects). A final
deci ion regarding the relati e empha i to be gi en to
each of these concerns wa to be decided once the tudy
was under wa .

In March of 1986, the Canadian Fore try Ser ice de
cided that emphasi should be placed primarily on ex
post evaluation methods, since the program wa to be
considerably caled down. Moreo er, E FOR manag
ers expected that an overall program evaluation study
would eventually be undertaken for E FOR. It was
therefore decided that a study to develop methods for ex
post economic evaluation ofE FOR projects would be
useful as input for an eventual program evaluation
exercise.

The main rea on for the empha is on economic criteria
as the basis for ex post evaluation of E FOR re earch
projects is the conceptual link between E FOR re-
earch and federal economic policy objectives. One of

the chief objectives of E FOR has been to help fo ter
increased utilization offorest biomass as a substitute for
fossil fuels. Interfuel substitution is essentially an eco
nomic deci ion, where the relative costs of possible
fuels are compared to select the most inexpen ive
option. Moreover, Canada's fundamental rationale for
encouraging renewable over fo sil fuels is a desire to
avoid the economic cost of imports, and the economic
risk of supply disruption. Thus E FOR research activi
ties was undertaken to achieve economic objectives.
This point is discussed in greater detail in Chapter Two.

De pite this justification for reliance on economic cri
teria, it must be recognized that many of the research
projects funded by E FOR cannot be readily evaluated
in economic terms. A considerable share of E FOR
re earch in olve activities such as analyzing the envi
ronmental impacts of using forest bioma s for energy,
or gathering data for forest biomass inventories. The e
types of re earch projects are not readily linked to new
products or processes that can be valued monetarily.

oreover, it should be recognized that economic evalu
ation of R&D projects is a highly uncertain proces ,
even for research projects in which the link to economic

outputs is clear. These is ues are di cussed further in
Chapter Three. Such problem ugge t there may be a
need to consider other program objecti es and e alu
ation criteria, a ide from economic one, in de eloping
an e aluation framework for E FOR.

Study objectives

After extensive discussions with the Scientific Author
it ,the following objecti es have been e tabli hed for
this tudy:

1) The study is to review the conceptual feasibility of
conducting ex post economic anal si of E FOR
re earch projects, a a means to quantify the potential
economic benefits of E FOR research projects
that have been completed.

2) If the approach seems conceptually feasible, the
study is to review the literature regarding ex post
economic evaluation of R&D projects, and
recommend methods for conducting thi analysis.

3) The study should discuss the role of these economic
evaluation methods within any subsequent program
evaluation proce s that may be undertaken for
E FOR.

4) As a supplement to the economic methods, a brief
re iew of the issues and approaches to e aluation
ofR&D on the basis of noneconomic criteria would
also be useful. However the emphasis should be
placed on economic criteria.

In a sense, the objectives of the present study are similar
to an "evaluation asses ment" (or "pre-evaluation") as
called for in the Treasur Board guideline for program
evaluation (Canada Treasury Board 1981). Howe er,
the study differs from an evaluation assessment in many
respects. Briefly, an evaluation assessment study is
intended to et an agenda for a program evaluation, by
reviewing program objecti es and activities, outlining
evaluation options, and recommending a preferred ap
proach. In the case of the E FOR program two factors
sugge t that a complete e aluation a sessment may not
be required. First, the program is to be considerably
scaled down, so many program evaluation questions
need no longer be con idered. Second, because the
program in question is an R&D activity, many of the
evaluation concerns are fundamentally different from
those in other types of programs (Canada Treasury
Board 1984). Thus, while the pre ent study considers
orne of the questions associated with an e aluation



assessment, it hould not be considered an e aluation
assessment per se.

Finall , it is important to emphasize the prospective
natureofthi research. er fewotherstudie ha ebeen
undertaken that appl economic criteria to e aluate
federal R&D program in Canada. In the cour e of
inter iews with program evaluation managers in vari
ous departments undertaken for this study only one ex
post economic evaluation was identified, which had
been completed for the Department of Agriculture
( lrich and Furtan 1985). Example of noneconomic
re earch e aluation were found in a fe ministries,
notabl the Departments of Fi heries and Oceans and
Energy, ines and Resources and the ational Re
search Council. But in general, the practice of evaluat
ing R&D programs i still in its infancy in Canada, as
evidenced by the fact that Treasury Board released only
an "expo ure draft" of a document discus ing R&D
evaluation in late 1984 (Canada Treasur Board 1984).
Thus, in a ery real en e, this study i an exploration of
the po ibilities for ex post economic evaluation of
R&D.

9

Study organization

The remainder of thi tudy is organized in the follow
ing manner. Chapter Two discu e the objecti es and
acti itie of the E FOR Program. in order to et the
conte t for the sub equent di CLl sion of economic
e aluation method. Chapter Thr addre se the que 
tion of whether it is po ible to e aluate R&D program
in economic term. After reviewing the evidence, the
answer i a qualified "yes" for ome types of projects.
Chapter Four re iew the literature regarding ex post
economic anal is of R&D program, and outlines
po ible methods. In Chapter Fi e, an economic e alu
ation approach is recommended, and a list of pecific
teps and requirement is provided. Chapter Six dis

cusses approaches to noneconomic evaluation of cer
tain E FOR activities. Finally, Chapter Seven provides
some brief conclusion and recommendations for im
plementation.
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Chapter two

ENFOR objectives, activities, and evaluation issues

Overview

A first step in de eloping an evaluation framework for
E FOR research is a brief review of the E FOR
program itself. The program's objectives must be estab
lished and its activities documented. The e topics are
considered in the following two sections. After that, key
issues for ex post evaluation of E FOR projects are
considered. A brief review of a Treasury Board guide to
evaluation of R&D projects will indicate some broad
areas of interest. Then a recap ofE FOR objectives will
be used to identify key evaluation criteria. In sum, the
intent of this chapter is to establish the overall context
for development of specific evaluation methods in
subsequent chapters.

E FOR objectives

Review of objectives

A review of program documentation was undertaken to
identify the stated objectives of the E FOR Program.
The earliest statement of program objectives that was
located was made by Mr. Alastair Gillespie, then Min
ister of Energy, Mines and Resources, who in 1978
announced a package of renewable energy policy initia
tives "to encourage large-scale development of energy
from the forests and other forms of organic material, or
biomass, as a substitute for oil, gas and even electricity"
(Gillespie 1978). This announcement did not refer to
E FOR by name, but did discuss a $40-million federal
program for research, development, and demonstration
in forest biomass and other biofuels. The stated physical
objective of all programs announced at that time (in
cluding grants, e.g., the FIRE program, and loan guar
antees) was to double the contribution of biomass to
national primary energy supply in order to reach a 70!£
contribution by 1984.

SubsequentENFOR summaries and reviews areconsis
tent in their statements of program objectives. A typical
version is found in a review of E FOR accomplish
ments by R.C. Dobbs, which cast E FOR's objective in
these terms: "Its aim is to develop knowledge and
technical competence to facilitate a markedly increased

contribution from forest biomass to Canada's primary
energy supply" (Dobb 1981). The periodic E FOR
Reviewpublications (1980-1985) identify the program's
o erall objecti es in similar language.

Dobbs (1981) also provides two "aims" or sub-objec
tives for the E FOR Production program:

1) To detelmine the potential of Canada's forests to
supply, without harm to the environment, biomass
for conversion to energy.

2) To develop the forest management practices and
systems required to realize the potential energy
contributions of forest biomass.

These two aims are in turn subdivided into four general
"problem areas," or areas of research interest, each with
its own specific sub-objective:

1) Biomass availability
Objective: To detelmine the amount of biomass in
Canadian forests, and to estimate its potential
contribution to the nation's energy requirements.

2) Environmental impacts
Objective: To assess the potential environmental
impacts of intensified biomass production and
harvesting for energy purposes.

3) Biomass harvesting
Objective: To develop and test methods and systems
for harvesting, processing, and delivering forest
biomass for conversion to energy.

4) Intensive silviculture
Objective: To develop and test methods and systems
for increasing biomass production (Dobbs 1981).

Discussion

One sees from the foregoing discussion that facilitating
substitution ofbiomass for conventional energy sources
is the program's overall objective, while specific as
pects of the program have sub-objectives cast in opera-



tional or physical terms. Yet, thi begs the question of
wh greater reliance on biomas in place of oil, ga ,and
electricity is a de irable public objective - a que tion
which must be answered in order to provide a basis for
an E FOR program evaluation. It is unusual to see a
government attempting to encourage ubstitution of
one resource in place of another. In our market-based
economy, government typically lets the prices of re
sources provide informa60n to con umers, who then
make their own decisions about which resource to use.
What is so different about biomass, or indeed all renew
able energy, that it merits special encouragement?

This is a question that goes to the heart of Canadian
energy policy throughout the 1970s and early 1980s.
During that time, a number of policies were introduced
to reduce Canada's dependence on conventional energy
resources, particularly imported oil (e.g., Canada, Energy
Mines and Resources 1980). In an evaluation of the
Department of Energy, Mines and Resources' FIRE
Program, McDaniels Research (l984b) provides an
extensive discussion of the economic basis that under
lies the Canadian energy strategy during that period.
Briefly, that report argues that off-oil and import substi
tution initiatives were based on the perception that
reliance on imports was becoming increasingly costly
and uncertain, and thus to encourage the development
of indigenous energy resources would likely be a less
expensive and more secure means of meeting energy
demands. McDaniels Research (1984b) argues that the
stated objectives of import substitution and self-reli
ance were really restatements ofthe federal government's
underlying pursuit of improved economic efficiency
(i.e., putting resources to their best use by minimizing
costs). In sum, economic efficiency, along with its
companion objective, income redistribution, were the
fundamental policy objectives ofCanadian energy strat
egy throughout the 1970s and the early 1980 , and
indeed, continue to be the fundamental objectives to
day.

What are the implications of this objective for the
design of an E FOR evaluation framework? The chief
implication is simply that any evaluation should recog
nize that the potential for improving economic effi
ciency was the fundamental motive of the federal gov
ernment in undertaking this research program. It was
believed that by providing new resource information

(I lWe do not pursue here the market failure considerations that
necessitate federal support for renewable energy generally, and in
particular mandate federal support for renewable energy research
and development. The first set of market failure considerations is
discussed in McDaniels Research (1948b). while the second is
considered in ~cDaniels Research and Quantalytics (1986).

II

and in estigating new technique , the adoption of bio
mas energ would be accelerated, because it was
hoped that biomass would be shown to be economically
viable in specific application. Rapid adoption of bio
mass would in tum reduce reliance on conventional
energy resources, particularly imported oil, and thus
achie e the expected gains in economic efficiency'.

In sum, an E FOR evaluation should at least conceptu
ally be based on the potential or realized economic
benefits the research has .produced. The next questions
to con ider are whether the nature of E FOR re earch
activities lend them elves to such an economic evalu
ation, and if not, what other objectives and criteria
provide an appropriate basis of an evaluation. These
topics are considered in subsequent sections of this
chapter, while eval uation methods are explored at length
in subsequent chapters.

ENFOR activities

Only a brief overview of E FOR activities i required
here, because the periodic E FOR Re\'iew publications
provide a comprehensive record of these activities. The
emphasis in this section is on general patterns of budget
allocation, rather than discussion of specific research
projects or the E OR management process. Detailed
descriptions of research projects are found in the E 
FOR Review (ENFOR, various years), while a sum
mary of program management is presented in Dobbs
(1981).

Table 1 summarizes the total annual expenditures of the
E FOR Program since its inception in 1978 through
1986-87. Data for years before 1983 consider the E FOR
Production Program only. The table subdivides these
annual expenditures into three categories: project costs,
program administration, and other costs. "Project costs"
refers to expenditures on contact and in-house research,
while "program administration" refers to expenditures
on overhead activities such as management expenses,
travel, publication of reports, and similar items. One
sees that annual expenditures reached their peak in
1982-83 and declined sharply after 1984-85. The pro
gram is scheduled to operate at a reduced level past
1986-87.

Table 2 and ubsequent tables in this ection were
derived from a 1983 report by Dendron Re ource Sur
veys Ltd., which provided a review of the ENFOR
Production Program (Dendron Resources Surveys Ltd.
1983). These tables present data on program expendi
ture ,disaggregated in various way ,based on informa
tion regarding program expenditures and commitments
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Table 1. E FOR production program expenditure summary (nominal dollars)

Fiscal Project Program Other
year costs administration co tS(I) Total

1978-79 586 000 30 000 30 000 646 000
1979-80 1 275 000 123 000 50 000 1 448 000
1980-81 2 110 000 221 000 50 000 2381 000
1981-82 2848900 245 600 50 000 3 144500
1982-83 3468 800 319700 50 000 3 838700
1983-84 3 131 200 326 000 75 000 3 532200
1984-85 2206 000 248 000 197 000 2651000
1985-86 751 300 113700 197 000 1 062 000
1986-87 512400 132 500 197 000 841 900

Source: E FOR Program administration records.

(I) Other costs include capital spending and lEA contribution.

through January, 1983. Although these data omit the
last 3 years of ENFOR activity, they are nevertheless
useful, for two reasons2

• Fir t, the majority of total
program research expenditures are accounted for in
these data; second, subsequent years' expenditures
generally follow the patterns outlined in these tables,
according to program managers.

Table 2 summarizes research project expenditures by
Canadian Forestry Service research establishments.
Projects included in this summary are listed in Appen
dix 1 of Dendron (1983). A brief explanation of the
project selection process that forms the basis of these
allocations may be useful. The choice of projects to be
refunded by the E FOR Program is determined at two
levels. First, at annual meetings the individual Canadian
Forestry Service establishments typically propose spe
cific projects and establish their research priorities.
Then, the E FOR Committee of the Canadian Forestry
Service either accepts or rejects these proposals and
makes its own proposals as well.

Table 2 indicates there has been a relatively even
distribution offunds between establishments, with minor
exceptions. The high expenditures at the Great Lakes
Forest Research Centre are explained by that
establishment's role in equipment development. More
typical i the ewfoundland Forest Research Centre

(2JDuring this study, a request was made for information to
update Dendron's tables through 1986. E FOR Program managers
complied with project-by-project summaries of expenditures, which
unfortunately were not organized in as detai led a manner as Dendron's
tables. It seemed both expedient and desirable to adopt Dendron's
more detailed summary for the purposes at hand.

and the Pacific Forestry Centre which have received
about the same levels of support (Dendron Resources
Surveys Ltd. 1983).

Table 3 presents research expenditure disaggregated
into subject classifications. This table is more detailed
than that usually provided for E FOR allocation sum
maries; projects are typically divided into four general
classes (biomass availability, biomass harvesting, envi
ronmental impacts, and intensive silviculture) corre
sponding to the program's sub-objectives noted earlier.
This table clearly reveals the research areas given
priority by the program: development of new harvest
ing equipment and methods to estimate biomass quan
tities. These two categories account for over 50o/! of
ENFOR project expenditures during the relevant pe
riod.

Table 4 rearranges these expenditures into a different
set of categories. One sees that general research and
development accounted for nearly half the project
expenditures. Finally, Table 5 presents projectexpendi
tures by Canadian Forestry Service establishment and
by the type of contractor. Here it is apparent that the vast
majority of funds were contracted to private sector
firms, ranging from small consultants to the Forest
Engineering Research Institute of Canada (FERIC).

The picture that emerges from these tables is of an R&D
program with the following features:

1) the majority of funds were spent on contracted
research projects;
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Table 2. Total E FOR project expenditures by re earch e tabli hment (1978-1983)

Establi hment Expenditure (I) Percent

e foundland Fore t Re earch Centre
Maritime Fore t Re earch Centre
Laurentian Fore t Re earch Centre
Great Lakes Forest Re earch Centre

orthern Forest Research Centre
Pacific Forest Res arch Centre
Petawawa ational Forestry In titute
Fore try Statistics and Stems Branch
Canadian Fore try Ser ice Headquarter
Canadian Fore try Ser ice Headquarter
(Fore t Engineering Research Institute
of Canada)
Canadian Wildlife Service
Total

1 218 800
725900

I 021 900
2350800
1 336700
I 380000
I 778300
560000
263 100
800000

232500
11 668 000(2)

10.4
6.2
8.8

20.1
11.5
11.8
15.2
4.8
2.3
6.9

2.0
100.0

Source: Dendron Resources Survey Ltd. (19 3).

'I' ominal dollars. summed over 197 -83.

~I The incon istency between thi total and the data in Table 2.1 i not readily explained. It could po ibly be attributable to
the fact that Dendron employed e timates for the 1983-84 fi cal year. A econd pos ibility i that Dendron did not accurately
di aggregate the total annual expenditures into research and administration.

2) there was regional balance in allocations across
CFS establishments;

3) development of methods for biomass in entory
and new harvesting equipment was emphasized;

4) it was largely reliant on private sector contractors.

Given the importance of economic performance as an
objective for E FOR research, it i interesting to note
that relatively little of the program's budget has been
allocated to economic analysis of the role that forest
biomass could or should play in Canada's energy sup
ply. Dendron (1983) also observed the relative lack of
economic analysis as a component ofE FOR research,
and urged a greater role for economic concerns.

It should be mentioned that E FOR is not alone in its
relative lack of economic analysis as a component of its
research projects. A similar observation could be made
for virtually any of Canada's renewable energy R&D
programs, even though they all share the same funda
mental economic efficiency rationale. Indeed, the
E FOR program has sponsored studies with a strong
economic component (e.g., McDaniels Research 1982;
Intergroup Consulting Economists Ltd. 1981); the same
cannot be said for ome other renewable energy R&D
programs.

Evaluation criteria

Overview

When considering the design of an evaluation frame
work for an R&D program, initial attention should be
directed to the Treasury Board's discussion paper en
titled Emluation ofResearch and Experimental De\'el
opment Programs (Canada Treasury Board 1984). This
report carries on in the same vein as the Treasury
Board's previous guides to the program e aluation
process and departmental functions (Canada Treasury
Board 1981). It begins by outlining the basic program
evaluation process, and then di cusses an array of
relevant questions to be considered in an R&D program
evaluation.

If the present study were specifically de igned as an
evaluation assessment ofan ongoing program, we would
at this point consider a number of the generic R&D
program evaluation question that are raised in the
Treasury Board discussion paper (and briefly summa
rized in Table 6). However, since the E FOR Program
is scheduled to be curtailed after 1988, many of the
question raised in the Treasury Board paper (e.g.,
regarding program rationale deli ery mechanisms, level
of resources, alternati es, and so forth) do not merit
careful consideration here. Rather, we mu t focus on
key issues that are rele ant for the purpose at hand.
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Table 3. Total E FOR project expenditure by ubject (1978-1983)

Subject

General
Planning,objecti e , policy
Socioeconomic studie

Biomass a ailability
Development of methodology
Estimation of supply

Growth and yield
Modeling, growth estimation, compilation

Illten i e il iculture
General
Sil icultural treatments
Intensive culture, plantations
Fertilization, nitrogen fixation
Regeneration, reforestation
Development of planting equipment

Biomass harve ting and transportation
Re iew ,cost summaries, theory
Operational trials, production studies
Development of new equipment

Environmental impacts
General theory, studies

utrient budget
Climatic effects
Wildlife

Conversion of biomass
Theory, cost summaries

Totals

Source: Dendron Resource Sur ey Ltd. (1983)
(I) aminal dollars, summed over 1978-83.

Expenditure (1)

117800
158 070

3 143540
901 180

230 530

40 000

253650
427 900
180 100

18 lOa

153947
I 387 520
2724400

899 050
644 180
68300

232500

57233

11 638 000

Percent

1.0
1.4

27.0
7.7

2.0

0.3

2.2
3.7
1.5
0.2

1.3
11.9
23.3

7.7
5.7
0.6
2.0

0.5

100.0

Objectives as a basis for evaluation

In our view, the key issue to be considered here is the
effectiveness of the E FOR program in meeting its
fundamental objectives. Judging from the polic tate
ments and discussion in previous sections, the chief
fundamental objective has clearly been to:

"Improve economic performance by providing
research necessary to enhance the displacement
offossil fuels with fore t biomass, based on the
expectation that biomass would become an
economically attractive energy alternative in
certain applications."

Yet, as will be seen in subsequent sections, it is impos
sible to expect that all E FOR activities lend them-
elves to direct economic evaluation in tenns of im

provement in efficiency. Some of the sub-objectives of
the E FOR Program, such as studying the potential
extent of the bioma s re ource, or the environmental
effects of biomass harvesting, can only be linked to the
economic performance of biofuels in an indirect and
tenuous manner. In thatca e, a second, related objective
might be summarized as follows:

"Provide infonnation relevant for public deci
sions about biomas energy utilization, which
can be directly linked to potential economic
benefits of biomass energy."
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Table 4. Total E FOR project expenditure by project type (1978-83)

Project type

Re earch and de elopment (excluding

equipment development)

Equipment de elopment

Demonstration , operational trial

Re iews of literature, summaries

recompiliation of data

Cost analy es. economic fea ibility

studies

Policy and priority statements

Totals

Source: Dendron Resources Sur eys Ltd. (1983).
II) aminal dollars, ummed over 1978-83.

Finally, recalling Dobbs's 1981 statement, a third ob
jective can be inferred as follows:

"Build expertise within the Canadian private
sector, universities, and governments regarding
forest biomass utilization for energy."

Both the second and third objectives listed above are
clearly related to the first. The federal government's
interest in background information about biomass, and
in building expertise in biomass, stem from the potential
economic efficiency gains that were expected to be
derived from biomass when E FOR began. The second
and third objectives are listed separately because the
links to economic benefi ts would be so indirect for these
aspects of the program that they require separate evalu
ation criteria, as discu sed below.

Evaluation criteria

Given the fundamental objective and two related objec
tives that have just been established, what are the
criteria to be used in judging whether these objectives
have been achieved as a result of E FOR activities?

Conceptually, selecting a criterion for evaluating prog
ress toward the fundamental economic objective of
improved economic performance is straightforward.

Expenditures( I) Percent

5803 100 49.7

2725500 23.4

1 499600 12.9

771900 6.6

517300 4.4

350600 3.0

11 668000 100.0

Some type of economic benefit/cost criterion would
ideally be appropriate for evaluating the components of
E FOR research that can be directly linked to eco
nomic outputs. However, in practice, implementing an
economic criterion to analyze research outputs is a
fonnidable task. Extensive discussion will be required
in the following chapters before specific methods for
economic evaluation of certain kinds of E FOR re
search are presented in Chapter Six.

Evaluation criteria for the second objective are even
more difficult to establish. Conceptually, the second
objective (providing relevant background information)
could be evaluated on the basis of the contribution, or
"value," of new information generated by E FOR
research to public decisions about biomass energy pol
icy. Chapter Five provides a conceptual discussion of
the "value of information" approach to evaluating re
search. In practice, this approach would be impossible
to implement as a practical evaluation criterion. Thus
Chapter Seven discusses noneconomic methods for
evaluating research outputs.

Finally, the third objective (building Canadian exper
tise) is perhaps the easiest for which to specify evalu
ation criteria. It too is considered in Chapter Six.
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Table 6. Generic issues in evaluation of R&D programs

Program rationale

Are the policies or programs the R&D program supports still necessary to meet the socio economic needs of the

country?
Do the condition that give rise to the program still prevail?
Are the mandate and objective of the R&D program con istent with the policies it supports?

Program delivery

Could the R&D program be restructured so as to be more efficient, either by greater contracting out or greater in

house research?
Could R&D supported by contributions be more effectively supported by grants, and vice versa?

Operation delivery

Is the level and distribution of resources adequate?
Is the size, structure and organization of the R&D program suitable?
Is the management tyle appropriate?
Is the R&D being effectively delivered to the potential users?

Impacts and effects

Has the probability of achieving the intended objectives changed since the program's inception?
Is the R&D program perceived as useful by its clients?
Does the program have a clearly defined clientele?
Has the program contributed to the training of researchers?

Objectives achievement

Is the R&D program producing high-quality research?

Conclusions

This chapter has outlined some important considera
tions that are crucial to designing an evaluation frame
work for E FOR R&D. The program's fundamental
objectives have been discussed, its activities summa
rized and evaluation criteria have been introduced. The

tasks of developing specific evaluation methods to
address these criteria are approached in subsequent
chapters. Before that, however, Chapter Three consid
ers a more basic issue: whether economic analysis can
be fruitfully applied to evaluate research and develop
ment activities.
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Chapter three

Can R&D be evaluated in economic terms?

Before embarking on a review of detailed E FOR
e aluation issues, clarification of the conceptual rele-

ance of economic analysis applied to R&D is in order.
Thus, Chapter Three considers the following question:
"Can R&D project be evaluated in economic terms?"
In an wering this question, much of the discu ion is
drawn from an excellent report recently completed by
the Office of Technology Assessment of the U.S.
Congress, entitled Research Funding as
an "Investment": Can We Measure the Returns?
(Office of Technology Assessment 1986).

from basic research to applied research to product
de elopment. Instead, the realize that the distinctions
between pha es are at best ill-defined, that highly suc
cessful basic or applied research may never lead to
marketed products if necessary linkages do not exist,
and that the process often mo es in rever e, beginning
with recognition of a market need that calls for applied
or even ba ic re earch. evertheless, analysts still be
lie e that scientific research plays a ital role in techno
logical progress and consequently in economic growth
(Office Technology Assessment 1986).

The R&D process

For many year the R&D process was viewed as a linear
model, in which innovations began with advances in
basic research, that led in turn to applied research,
development, and finally a marketable product. This
view of the R&D spectrum allowed one to conceive of
all research and new knowledge as contributing to a
progression that led to economic output; consequently,
research could be directly or indirectly tied to economic
gains. Figure I, drawn from Bennett and Jaswal (1980),
summarizes this progre sion and the relevant features
of these R&D stages, while Table 7, drawn from Or
ganization for Economic Cooperation and Develop
ment (1975), provide working definitions of basic,
applied, and developmental research.

It is probably accurate to say that analysts have aban
doned the linear model that sees a simple progression

Although the notion of a linear progression is flawed,
the concept of different phases of R&D roughly di-

ided into basic, applied, and de elopment, is still
useful. These are perhap best viewed as a continuum
with basic research at one end and product development
at the other, with no clear di isions between the phases.
Such a continuum of research pha es will prove useful
in later sections where the feasibility of economic
analysis i discu sed.

Economic returns to R&D

Several trends have combined in recent years to make
public decision makers more interested in economic
and other quantifiable measures of re earch success.
Technology is becoming an increasingly essential
component of economic competitiveness. At the same
time, budget constraints are forcing mini tries to re
evaluate spending and to look for ways to compare the

II III IV V VI VII

EXISTING
KNOWLEDGE

,
DISCONTINUE

~IMPACTS

NEW PRODUCTS
& PROCESSES

, RESOURCE
DISCONTINUE I PUTS

E7 DEVELOPMENT
OUTPUTS AND

.. TRAINING

KNOWLEDGE

• RESOURCE
DISCO TI UE I PUTS

BASIC
RESEARCH E7UTPUTS APPLIED

RESEARCH

L------"-l~

RESOURCE
I PUTS

SOURCE: BENNETI A D JASWAL (1980)

Figure 1. A linear research and development model
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Table 7. Definition of research categorie

Basic research

Ba ic re earch is experimental or theoretical work undertaken primaI'il to acquire new knowledge of the underl ing
foundations of phenomena and ob er able fact, without any particular application or u e in iew.

Ba ic re earch analyze propertie , structures, and rela ion hips with a iew to formulating and te ting hypothe e ,

theorie or law .

The re ult of basic research are not generally sold but are usually published in scientific journals or circulated to
intere ted colleague. Occasionally, basic re earch ma be classified for security reason.

Applied re earch

Applied research i. also original investigation undertaken in order to acquire new knowledge. It i , howe er, directed
primarily toward a pecific practical aim or objective.

Applied research is undertaken either to determine possible uses for the findings of basic research or to determine new
methods or way to achieving some specific and predetermined objectives. It involves the consideration of the
available knowledge and its exten ion in order to solve particular problems. In the business enterpri e sector the
distinction between ba ic and applied research will often be marked by the creation of a new project to explore any
promi ing re ults of a basic re earch program.

The re ults of applied research are intended primarily to be valid for a single or a limited number of products,
operations, method, and systems. Applied re earch develops ideas into operational form. The knowledge or infOlma
tion derived from it is often patented but may also be kept secret.

Experimental development

Experimental development is systematic work drawing on existing knowledge gained from research or practical
experience, that is directed to producing new materials, products and devices, to installing new processes, systems and
service, and to improving sub tantially those already produced or installed.

Source: Bennett and Ja wal (1980), citing Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (1975).

value of widely divergent government programs; quan
tification of program success offers the hope for an
objective measure that could simplify decisions about
priorities for increasingly complex scientific research
(Office of Technology Assessment 1986).

An appealing approach to research evaluation would be
to view federal research spending as an investment that
should produce a measurable economic return. Yet how
valid is this metaphor? One way to judge its appropri
ateness i to review the experience with economic
evaluation of the productivity of R&D, both in the
private sector and for public research, at the national
level and in individual industries.

Econometric studies at the national level

Private R&D investment. Over the past three decades,
many economists have attempted to investigate the

effects of private re earch expenditures on technologi
cal change and the growth of productivity. Their basic
approach employs the notion of a production function
that separates inputs to the economy into three groups:
capital, labor, and "other factors." The "other factors,"
or residuals category, includes influences that affect the
efficiency of resource use, such as scientific knowl
edge, technological advance, managerial expertise,
economies of scale, or others. In the 1950s, economist
recognized that these residual factors have a major
influence on economic growth. This notion has pro
vided the basis for numerous studies of the effects of
technological change on productivity (Griliches 1979).
The .S. Office of Technology Assessment report
(1986) provides a clear summary of this research, which
is abstracted below:

"In the late 1950's economists began to include
R&D expenditures (assumed to be a rough



indicator of technological advance) as an input
to their productivity calculations, along with
capital and labor. umerous studies found a
strong correlation between R&D spending and
productivity growth. Looking at R&D as an
investment, economists sought to measure its
rate of return. Fellner (1970) calculated a 31
55% rate of return for the entire economy. Ter
leckyj (1974) estimated a 29% return to firm
financed R&D. Mansfield (1965) e timated 40
60% return in the chemical industry and Link
(1982) estimated 21 % in the petroleum indus
try.

"More recent in-depth studies confilm the
correlation between private R&D spending
and productivity increases. Forexample, a 1974
study by Terleckyj, which analyzed the produc
tivity of entire industries, found that
an industry's rate of productivity increase is
directly related to the amount of its own R&D
and to the amount of R&D carried out by its
supplier industries (Terleckyj 1977). Mans
field refined previous work on 20 manufac
turing industries by dividing R&D into its
basic and applied components. He found a
'strong relationship between the amount of
basic research carried out by an industry and
the industry's rate of productivity increase
during 1948-1966' (Mansfield 1980). In
a further study of 37 innovations Mansfield
compared the return on R&D for those innova
tions to the firm making the investment (the
'private return') with the return to society as a
whole (the 'social return'). He found a median
private rate of return of about 25%, but a median
social return ofclose to 70% (Mansfield 1982)."

As the Office of Technology Assessment report indi
cates, these studies are representative of the strong and
consistently positive correlation found between pri
vately financed R&D and productivity growth in the
manufacturing industries. They suggest that economet
ric analysis of private R&D spending produces esti
mates useful in evaluation and planning. However, the
wide range of rates of return to R&D spending reflects
the tentative and hypothetical nature of the methodolo
gies. Each study works with different assumptions and
definitions. Results are most definitive and consistent
for private spending within one firm or industry, where
it is easiest to define and measure inputs and outputs
(Office of Technology Assessment 1986).

Social return often exceeds the private rate of return, as
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a company doing the R&D cannot reap all the benefits
from its work. One industry's R&D can produce sub
stantial benefits to other industries and other sectors of
society, a difficult output to quantify. In studies by
Mansfield and others, the social rate of return was two
or more times the private rate ofreturn (Mansfield 1980;
cited in Office of Technology Assessment 1986).

In examining the applications of these economic mod
els it should be kept in mind that they are only hypotheti
cal constructs that attempt to describe complex events.
One important shortcoming is that the models reveal
correlation, not causality. Second, the models do not
reveal the path by which R&D investment leads to
productivity improvements. Third, the treatment of
R&D as "residual" weakens the proof of relationship,
since it is entirely possible that other components of the
residual exist, but have not been included in the analy
sis. Finally, the production function approach of neo
classical economics is an hypothesis about the way the
world works; it has not been proven that such produc
tion functions exist or take the form assumed by econo
mists. For all these reasons the returns on private sector
R&D investment reported above should be viewed with
caution (Office of Technology Assessment 1986).

Public R&D investlnent. Econometric approaches have
been less successful in establishing a return on publicly
funded R&D, particularly at the national and industry
levels. nlike the strong consistently positive correla
tions found between privately financed R&D and pro
ductivity growth in the manufacturing industries, only
weak and inconsistent correlations have been found for
federally funded R&D. In a 1975 study, Terleckyj
found that for the 20 manufacturing industries he stud
ied, "the coefficients for government financed R&D are
not statistically significant, and the coefficient for gov
ernment financed R&D performed in industry is actu
ally negative" (Terleckyj 1977). A decade later Ter
leckyj reported subsequent studies that confirmed weak
indicators and the small effects of government-funded
R&D (Terleckyj 1985, cited in Office of Technology
Assessment 1986).

Measuring the effects of public R&D spending is far
more complex than measuring R&D spending in the
private sector. Tracing outputs through the long and
nebulous path from basic research to commercial prod
uct is especially difficult. A company does research
aimed at a specific product or market, controls the entire
product development process, manages its marketing,
and has a clear record of inputs and outputs. Federal
research managers do not target R&D so sharply, have
virtually no say in private sector decisions to develop a



product, and ha e no influence and often little knowl
edge of what i happening in the market (Office of
Technology A e ment 1986).

Terleckyj attributes the failure to find a return on U.S.
federall pon ored indu trial R&D to the fact that
"go ernment funded indu trial R&D i a public good
and therefore i u ed b all user to the extent where its
marginal product is zero." Therefore, according to
Terleckyj, its contribution to productivity cannot be
obser ed stati ticall by traditional techniques and
approaches (Terleck j 1985; cited in Office ofTechno1
ogy As essment 1986).

The inability to find a meaningful correlation between
government funded R&D and productivity increases in
the economy as a whole ha e led economists to examine
more clo ely the indirect impact of federal R&D on
privately funded industrial R&D. As the Office of
Technology Assessment study indicates, of the re
search done in the pa t 6 years government R&D
expenditures have been, in most cases, positively re
lated to private R&D expenditure. One reviewer re
ported a "general impression that Federal R&D is a
complement to private R&D efforts," but found a lack
of "very good conceptual models of how federal R&D
affects private R&D incentives" (Office of Technology
Assessment 1986).

Effects ojpublic R&D \II ithin specific sectors. Despite
the problems in linking government R&D expenditures
to productivity improvements in the economy as a
whole, studies have shown sector-specific productivity
improvements, and measurable economic returns, from
certain government R&D programs. This sections looks
at analyses of public R&D support of agriculture, a
sector where long and heavy dependence on public
R&D financing in the U.S. has made it feasible for
economists to estimate inputs and rates of return. A brief
discussion of R&D returns in other sectors is also
provided.

Agriculture is perhap the best documented of all sec
tors regarding the economic effects of specific R&D
activitie . Many studies have been carried out in the past
three decades, beginning with Griliches' classic 1958
study of hybrid corn technology (Griliches 1958a). All
but one of the studies have shown a very high internal
rate of return on public ector agricultural re earch, as
can be seen in Table 8. The studies summarized in Table
8 show rates of return that vary from a low of 21 % to a
high of 110%, with the vast majority in the 33 to 66%
range. Public sector agricultural research has generally
been considered to ha e been a significant success

2\

(Office of Technology A es ment 1986).

What are the factor that make agriculture R&D uch an
attracti e public investment? elson (1982) summa
rize the characteristics that have contributed to this
ucce :

I) Farming is an atomi tic indu try and farmer are
not in competition with each other. Differential
acce s to certain kind of technological knowledge,
or property rights in certain technologies, are not
important to indi idual farmer . Thi fact means
that farmers ha e little incenti e to engage in R&D
on their own behalf and opens the possibility that
the farming community itself would provide the
political constituency for public support of R&D.

2) The .S. agricultural extension s stem mar hailed
that upport and put the farmers in a position of
evaluating and influencing the publicly funded
applied R&D. The system is highly decentralized.
The regional nature of agricultural technology
mean that farmers in individual state ee it to their
advantage that their particular technologies be
advanced as rapidly as possible.

3) A combination of (l) an evolving set ofagricultural
ciences based in the univer ities and supported

publicly, and (2) applied research and development
also publicly funded but monitored politically by
the farming community, has made public support
ofagricultural technology successful. Where private
companies are funding ignificant amount of
innovative work and the industry is reasonably
competitive, it is in the intere t of the farmers as
well as the companies that public R&D money be
allocated to other things. A reasonably well defined
division of labor has emerged between publicly
and privately funded applied research.

One can add a number of other relevant points to this
list. First, agriculture has a tradition of experimentation
and measurement of results that dates back to endel,
the father of genetics. Second, the result of any gi en
agricultural experiment are usually known within one
or two growing cycles, typically 1 or 2 years. Third, the
extension system assures that innovations are adopted
rapidly.

Studies of the returns to public R&D in other selected
sectors are also summarized in the Office of Technol
ogy Assessment report (Office of Technology A sess
ment 1986). Briefly, Mowery's review of U.S. govern
ment support for the a iation sector indicates sub tan-



Table 8. Studies of lhe economic relUm~ to agricullural rc'>carch in the U.S.

AUlhor (Dale) Commodity Time period Rate of Relurn

('"

Grilichclo (1964) Aggrcg;llc 1944-59 35-40
OUlPUI

PClcr~on (1967) Poultry 1915-60 21

E\l~Il~on (1%8) Aggregate 1949-50 .7

Cline (19751 Aggregate 1939~8 41-50

Klllll~on and Twceten (1979) Aggregate 19-19-5~ 39-47
1959-68 32-39
1969-72 28-35

Bredahl and PCICf"'Oll (1976) Caloh grain 1%9 36
Poullr) 1%9 37
Dail) 1969 .3
Li\c,>tod. 1969 "'

Davi .. (1979) Aggregate 1949-59 66-100
1%-1-74 37

E\cn..on ct al (1979) Aggrcg;llc 1868-1926 65
1927-50 95 (Applied R&D)
1927-50 110 (Basic R&D)
1948-71 45 (Ba.'>ic R&D)

D;l\'i~ and Petcr..on ( 1981 ) Aggregale 1949 11)(1
1954 79
1959 66
1964 37
1%9 _17
1974 37

Nonol1 and Da\ i .. (1981) Ca.o;h gr.lill 1969 31
Poultry 1969 27
D:liry 1969 %
LiveslOd. 1969 30
Ca:.h .gain 1974 ••
Poult~ 197-1 33
Dai~ 1974 66

SOI'r'·.... : Offil:c ()f T...."hl1{)l()j:} A"...."mcnl ll"1l6).



tial net benellts accruing a~ a re~uh of public rese:lrch.
According to Mowery (1985).the "total factor produc
tivity in this indu:.try ha~ grown more rapidly th:m in
virtu:lIly any other U.S. industry during the post-war
period." The retums to health care res~arch are abo
reviewed in the Office of Technology Asses~mertl re
1'01'1. with the chief conclusion being that evaluating
such research is greatly complicated (if not thwarted en
tirely) by the issue of selling comparable I;':conOl1lic
values on well-hcing. illnesses. and Ii fe span (Office of
Technology Assessment 1986). finally. a l>tudy by
Henzfeld of the economic benefits due 10 ~pillovcrs

(exlern"lities) frOIll NASA ~pace r~search is also SUIl1
marized, Henzfcld (1985) concludes thatmacroceon
omic '.lllalysis of the indirect effects of NASA R&D
spending "is difficult at be.st. and I>crhap~ impossible."
Microeconomic analysis of NASA R&D effccb fared
somewhat better. although IlenLfeld stressed that
"economic returns arc not the primary reason for space
investments." and that therefore "no economic lllea~ure

orcakulat iOIl can. by definition. encompa~s the ent irety
of the return to space inVC~lment" (Hertl.feld 1985).

Implications

This brief review of previous studies sugge~b that the
experience with economic evaluation of publicly funded
R&D is at best mixed. Clearly aggregate economic
analysis of the productivity effects of public R& 0 ll;lvc
not demonstrated measurable benefits. even though
comparable private sector R&D ha~ often been clo~ely

Iinked with growth in aggregate induSlrial productivity.
On the other hand. some sector-specific or even prod
uct-specific studies have estimated very high rates of
return to certain public R&D activities. particularly in
agriculture and aviation. Yet other sector-specific re
search evalualion ~tudies. such as in health care or space
research. have foundered on com;eptual or methodo
logical ground~.

What guidance can be drawn from lhis review. both for
the evaluation of publ icly funded R& D in general. and
for evaluation or the ENFOR program ~pecifically?

Discussed below are first. a series of points regarding
the overall viability of economic evaluation of public
R&D. and second. an assessmell1 of the impl ications for
ENFOR progmm evaluation.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the
previous experience reg:lfding economic e\'aluation of
public R&D.

1) By far the greate~t obstacle 10 placing an economic
value on goyenlmenhponsored R&D i~ that

improved produClivity or producing economic
OUtpUt,> is not the primary justification for most
governmet11 R&D programs. As indicated ill the
Task Force Report on federal R&D priorities. the
ba~ic justi ficat ion for public ~upport of R& D is 10
encourage research that is socially deSIrable. high
risk. or ill the national il1tere~t (however those
temlS m~IY be defined). but that is unlikely to be
funded by the private ~ector (Tasi.. Force on Federal
Policies and Prograills for Technology Development
1984). COll~equenlly. for mally governmenl R&D
programsorresearch area~.theconceptofmeasuring
economic returns i~ inherently tlawed. Examples
where program goals can not be lini..ed toctonomic
objectives include basic or ;lpplied R&D in the
health or space sciences.

2) This does not mean that economic analysi~ cannot
be used in R&D evaluation. For public research
programs with specific goals 10 improve the
productivily of p:lrticular industries or industrial
processes. cconomic evaluatiotl is not only possible
but also important to help ~et priorities and assess
resulls. Examples of this latter (',llegory include
agriculture. aviation. encrgy and transport. In
general. the more an R&D program's objectives
can be related to government economic goals
involving specific induqries or OUlputS. the more
:1I11enable it (~ould Ix 10 economic analysis.

3) SOIllC methods for asses~ing the bencfit:. of pri vate
R& D secm fund;ullcntally tlaweJ when applied to
public R&D. The production function approach.
which uses econometric technique~ to cstimate the
imponance of various inputs. ~uffers from a number
ofproblems. First.the technique allelllpt~ tOllieasure
the aggregate returtl on previous R& Dexpenditures.
father than the incremental returns on future R&D.
which should be the policy-mai..er· s chief concem.
Second. the method ell1pha~izes the comparison of
input~ and outpUb. while ignoring the complex
proce~ses that go on between them. Re~earch canllot
result in product development unless each step in
the process. from the initial idea to the market. is
~uccessful (Office of Technology Assessment
19R6). Finally. public R&D ~pcnding Illay be so
illlcrrclatl'd with other input:. that it is illlpo~sibic to
prn'iscJy rnca~urc its effect:. in ccollometri(' studies
at the national or industry level.

4) Not all methods can be rejected. however. Those
developed to eV:lluate agricultural research. which
involve the e~timation of consumers' surplus
benefit:. and benefit/co~t comparisons. seem well



uited to measure the benefits of pecific product or
proce inno ation . The approach i conceptual I
that of the ocial benefit/cost framework. and can
rei on actual market data regarding the rate of
diffusion a well as co t and benefit information.
The e methods are re iewed in Chapter Five, and
need not be discussed here.

5) The closer a research project i to the product
development and marketing end of the R&D
continuum, the more readily its benefits can be
e aluated in economic terms. Basic research in an
field i likely to be far remo ed from specific
markets and processes, while applied research and
product de elopment i closer to the eventual
market. Thus basic research i Ie s likel . while
applied research and de elopment is more likely to
be uitable for economic anal sis.

6) Uncertainty i perhaps the defining feature ofR&D
activities; uncertainty is also one of the greate t
obstacles to economic analysis. The techniques
developed by operations research specialists to
conduct economic analyses under uncertainty are
conceptually interesting and often applied to R&D
in abstract academic papers. But to practically use
the techniques of uncertainty analysis, one must be
able to quantify, or subjectively estimate probability
distributions for key variables, a process that is
difficult for many R&D activities (McDaniels
Research and Quantalytics 1986). Thus the smaller
the uncertainty for a given R&D effort, the more
accurate and easier will be an economic analysis.
Thi suggest that ex post evaluations, undertaken
once R&D efforts are completed, will exhibit Ie
uncertainty about their results than e.\" ante
evaluation.

To conclude, one can characterize the Office of Tech
nology Asse sment report findings as being quite pes
simistic about the viability of applying economic analy
sis broadly across the whole spectrum of U.S. federal
R&D. The only areas in which economic analyses seem
appropriate are where program goals can be clearly
linked to the economic objectives of improving produc-
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tl It orcreating ne output in specific ector, uch as
agriculture or energ (Office of Technolog e
ment 1986). E en in those cases, economic anal si will
be more ucce ful when applied to proj ct at the de-

elopment end of the R&D pectrum, and will be more
accurate when conducted on an ex post basis after ome
of the uncertainties are resol ed.

These points are directly rele ant to our inve tigation of
methods to evaluate E FOR in economic terms:

I) As discussed further in Chapter Two, at least part
of the objectives of E FOR are cast in economic
terms. Man of the projects funded under E FOR
were pecifically intended to contribute to the
development of products or proce ses that could
eventual I become marketed technolog ,
contributing to forest biomass energ suppl .Thus,
at least ome of the E FOR projects are closely
enough linked to improvement in producti ity or
creation of marketed products that economic
evaluation i conceptually appropriate.

2) The analytical techniques that have been applied
for ex post evaluation in agriculture and related
areas are likely to be the most appropriate for
E FOR evaluations.

3) E FOR projects at the applied research and
development end of the continuum are much more
appropriate for economic analysis than projects at
the basic research end. For example, one of the
major areas of E FOR research in the earl 1980s
was the ational Biomass Inventor , which
involved major research projects in nearl every
province (E FOR Secretariat 1986). Virtually all
research for the ational Biomass In entory could
be viewed as falling toward the basic end of the
R&D continuum, and thus not directly amenable to
economic analysis.

4) Ex post economic evaluations of E FOR, as
suggested in this study, will involve less uncertainty
than ex ante evaluations.
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Chapter four

Review of methods for economic evaluation

Overview of the issues

Background

Previous chapters have laid the groundwork by indicat
ing that economic criteria are appropriate to gauge
whether certain E FOR objectives have been achieved
(in Chapter Two), and that economic e aluation of at
least some E FOR re earch is conceptually workable
(in Chapter Three). The ta k at hand in this chapter is to
review the literature regarding methods for economic
analysis of the returns to R&D. Then in Chapter Five,
recommended method for economic analysi of E 
FOR Program research are outlined.

Organization of this rather diverse chapter is structured
in the following manner. This first section introduces
some of the broad issue that ari e in applying economic
methods to evaluate R&D, and re iews a set of funda
mental questions that can be u ed to narrow the scope of
the methods considered. The second section summa
rizes the application of economic methods to evaluate
research in agriculture, with some discussion offore try
and energy as well. Then the third section points out
some unresolved issues in economic e aluation of agri
cultural R&D.

Broad evaluation concerns

Society sponsors public research in order to create new
knowledge. Application of this knowledge could result
in new technology, new methods or systems, new
product, new plant or animal varieties, or new cultural,
social, or environmental understanding. These changes
could produce net benefits to society through lowering
costs, increasing the value of products, raising produc
tivity, reducing risk, or improving social and environ
mental conditions.

To begin to understand the dimension of the net bene
fits associated with research, one mu t compare the
inputs with the resulting outputs. That comparison can
perhaps be facilitated by viewing R&D itself as a
production process. Research uses scarce input (labor,
land and capital) to produce an output consisting of new

knowledge. To evaluate such production processes, the
analyst must, in simplified terms, measure productivity
bye timating unit of output produced per unit of input.
Output is generally best measured in terms of the
changes generated by applying the knowledge gained
from research. Thus the analyst must evaluate, although
not neces arily in dollar terms, the output produced for
the inputs required. Of course, this characterization of
the process hides many methodological issues, com
plexities, and pitfalls. Such issues are the topic of
interest in this chapter.

If the task is to evaluate the productivity of research, we
must consider how this can best be measured. There are
two pos ibilities: physical units and economic units.

Physical producti\'ity. Physical or technical productiv
ity is usually expressed as the quantity of output pro
duced per uni t ofa particu lar kind of input. For example,
in forestry the productivity of forest land is often ex
pressed as a quantity of cubic metres of merchantable
timber per hectare per year.

Simple production functions that use only one input to
produce one output are rarely, if eel', valid in the real
world. Typically, the production ofeven a single kind of
output requires diverse inputs. Forest land productivity,
for example, is usually cast in terms of a particular
species, site rotation, age, and set of management prac
tice . Thi complicates the concept of technical or
physical productivity; to characterize the productivity
of a process yielding a single output from several inputs,
it is necessary to describe the output in terms of each of
the input factors. There is no single ratio that character
izes the productivity of such a process.

Many production processes are even more complex,
with multiple outputs resulting from multiple inputs.
For such proce ses the concept of physical producti ity
becomes very complex, particularly ince both inputs
and outputs are irregular flows over time. nfortu
nately, research i almost always this type of production
process. The inputs (scientist years, facilities, land,
equipment, and knowledge) fed into a research problem
area produce a stream of diverse outputs (such as



publicalion, ofdifferel1l I.. ind~. aimed al different audi~
ence~: talks: dcmon,lration~: and Olhcr gooch and ,crv
ices). Allcrnpts are often made 10 eharacteri/c the pro
ducti\ it} of research activities b) 'tOme single measure
such a~ publicalion, per scientht-year. or 'tOllle other
output c:llegor). A more complete characteriL.ation of
the proce..~ "ould require a cornprehensi\ e '-Ct of pro
dUCli\it) relation,hip, for the different outputs and
inpul'. However. the diversily of inpuh ilnd outpul,
would 111:1\"e the re.. ulling ~et of produclivity relation
ship~ unwieldy for comparison,> between rc,earch ac
livitie~ (Rhbrudl 1984).

Complex production procesM:,> can :.omelimes be
compan•."d b} u~ing "hat mighl be tenned panial pro
ducti\ itie~. Producti\ it} of such a process i.. expressed
as unih of:l single t) pc of seleClcd outpul buch a~ the
number of referrced journal ankles. in re~e"rch) per
unit of a ~ingle type of seleCled inpul (~uch a~ per
scienti'O. But then any cOlTlparhon~ made bel\\een
different production processe~ 'hould account for the
effccls thm differences in joint inpub or out pUb ma~

ha\eon the producth it) ralio in que~tion. T:lI..ing the~

joint influences illlo accounI can be difficult (Ri,brudt
1984).

Quantifying outputs in physical lcnllS i~ C\Cll more
difficult Arc the outpu!.'> ofroearch the ph} ,icalthing'
it produce~: the publications of re-.earch paper:.. notes.
and journal artic1c~: computer programs: "orbhops:
field trip,: and other good~ and '-Cn ices? Or i~ it the
actual kno\\ ledgeconlained inlhe~ ph~:.ical prodUCb?
Ri:.brudt argues lhal ,cientific I..no" ledge i, b) defini
tion the OUlcome of scienlific rc'carch. i.e. of inve!>tiga
tion conducled wilh lhe melhod and lhe aim of science.
Thus. the primary OUlPUl~ from the rc!>Can:h proce~~

would Sl."C1ll to con~bt of nc" d:II:1. infonnation. and
know Icdge. In what unit:. are thcscquantitie~ e,'(pres...ed?

II should be clear that there are no full) :lccepted
approoches for e\ aluating the productivity of re:.earch
in ph)~ical teml~. Any single producti\ity mea~urc.

such ;l!> publications per ~ciellli~l-year. i!> at be,t only
one c1cmcnt of :1 1llLllli-dilllen~ional exprc,~ion of re
sean:h producti\il)'. the ralio of one of m:m) OUlputs 10
one of man) inpub (Ri~brudt 198~). Pemap:. turning 10
a comlllon unil of I1lca~urc. such a~ dollar or economic
\ alue. "ill help c1arif) this problcm.

Ecollomic prot/llc/iI·il.\'. Faced with diverse outputs and
diverse inputs of a production process. economist!>
would !>uggesl \\clghling :111 OUlJlUb and inpU1~ \\ilh
lheir re'pective marl..el price-per-unit (or doll:lr value!>
derived b) other me:lI1S) and pt:rhap:. b} a timc-"eigh·

ing factor (lhe il1\CrC~1 r;lle). The qu:mtitie, of cach kind
of oUlpul. Illultiplicd by th~ pricc per unil. c\t:.Jbli,hes
lhe lotal "\alu("" oflhal OUlput in common lerlll~. ,uch
:I:. dollaf'>. Thc'>C \alue, for di\ef'>C outpuh call be
\ummed 10 get the total benefits from the proce~s.

Similarl} .the input unit, multiplied b) their re"pccli\e
prices can be <;ummed to oblain lhe 101011 co,t of the
process. Then theeconomic ProdUCli\ilY of the process
can be exprc"ed as lhe ratio of OUlPUb 10 input~. I.e..
benefih 10 CO~I!>. If bolh benefil' and COSIS arc in lhe
,ame unil'> of value :md have be~n derived u'>ing lhe
':lIlle value-detemlining ~ystem. lhen the bendlt/cost
r.uio is an "index number" demomtr.tting the economic
produclivity of research aClh il) (Ri\brudl 1984).

A brief mention of the principle~ of .,ocial benefil!cost
analysi.. may be appropriale at lhis paim. Bencfit/co!>1
allaly:>i~ h an analytical tool superficially similar to
di,coumed c:"h now analy~is. although it differ .. in a
numberofimponam rc~peCb.MO~1 imponant i.. thm the
anal~ sis (:lI..e.. place from (he per~pccti\e of '>OCict) as
a "hole. ralher than thai of a pri\ ate in\ estor. Thus
,ocial benefil!cost :lnal) !>i., allemph to delemlinc how
a proposed change (in outpub,. technolog) or policy)
"ould affect the \\ell-being of \OCiely. To accolllpli..h
thi .. la~k. bencfils arc ll1Ca.. ured in term, of the iucrea,e
ill well-being. or cconomic value:> to be created by the
propo!>Cd change. ""hile eO~b are mC:bured in tenns of
economic \alue:.. oropponunitic~. foregone. The inler
c:.ted reader will find a more complete discu,.,ion of
benefit/co:.t principle.. in lhe Trca,ury Bo:ud guide
(Canada Trea:.ury Board 1976). or in Mishan (I9R3).

The benefit/cOl.l ratio would aPIx:ar 10 offer a ~imple

indic:llor by which on~ could exprcl.' lhe eflicicllcy of
:1 production proces~. includin£ research. BUltoelllploy
this mea'ourc. one mu~t be able to e~labli~h compar.:able
unit value,. hopefull) in dollar terms. for :Ill inpub and
outputs. Failing Iha1.then. at the lea,t. all outpuh mUSI
be \alued \\ith a cOlllmon approoch. and all inputs
valued with:1 (perhap!> differenl)collllllon!>) Slem. Ifthe
t\\ 0 valuation approaches differ. lhen one can no longer
ex pres!> produclivily al. an index llumber. bUl a~ the ratio
of the llnil~ of ompul value per unil of inpul value
(Ri:.brudt 198·1).

n1U~. the difficult) in economic e\alualion of a re
:.earch acti\ il) arise.. in II) ing toe..tablish unit \ alue:. of
lhe inpub and oulpu.... Gener-lll). the uniH ;llues of
inputs call. 10 a large degree. be eSlimated by u:.ing
market prices for tho!>e inpuls. :l!>!>uming the markel
prices provide a rea~onably good approximalion of
:.ocial \aluc,. In other \\Onb.lhe tbl.umption "ould be
Ihat in a large pan the differences in !>alary rate~ appro-



priatel} reneCt different ~"ill leH~I.. that ma} affect
re~arch output (Mishan 1983).

A much morc difficult problem ari..c, in altempting 10
dClcmlinc a uniHalueof research output~. What arc til.:
dctcmlinanh of ~uch a value? There i~ no unifoml unit
of knowledge produced by re...cllrch (Boulding 1966).
Each rc~earch production proce.... in unique. a~ i~ each
output. There i., nOI a marl..et place to which selle~ come
with unifonn ne"" knowledge in order to find"" illing.
full~ infonncd bu}c~. Indeed. the outpUl from public
rescar<:h ha.,the unu~ual char.l(:leri,tic thai it is t} picall}
offered .... ithout charge to polential con...ume~; in that
case. elllablishll1g a unil~value for re...ear<:h outpul.\.
(ho.... e\cr defined) that can be \':llued b} ...ocict} in
ocncfit/COSI lemb i~ difficuh.

At this point. it Ill:l} be u...cful to rec:lll the nOlion of:.
continuum of rel!ocarch \\ ith b:hic re ..earch at one ex
treme and product development at the other. If the
analy ... t mu'>l rely on value ... -in-u'>e in order 10 evalu;ltc
research output~. then clearly an examin:llion of activi
ties at the applied and development end is more fe:l... ible.
This ob.'>Cnation il!o of course in "ceping .... jth the con
cluding point.. of Chapter Three.

Empha.'>i ... on :lpplied research as the bencrcandidate for
economic e\aluation raises an il11crc... ting distinction.
The value of b:l... ic research is usuall) c..lablished pri
marily"" ithin the ...ciemific communlt} .often b) a small
segment of that community wilhin a ... ingle diM:ipline.
On lhe other hand. the value of applied re...eardl i~

established OUhide the rc\carch community. and i..
judged by criteria othcr than it contribution to ~cientitic

knowledge (Gold 1977. as cited in Risbrudt [984).

The foregoing discussion ~hould indic:ue that meth(xh
forcvaluationofresearchcan rapidly become complex.
II is thcrefore imponantlO give careful thought to ho\\
Ihe evaluation proces hould be focus...ed. in order 10

conccntmte on "e} is ue.... Narro.... ing the focus of the
ENFOR c\'aIUalion melhods i~ Ihe 10pic of concern in
the folio"" ing ,eclion.

Ke~ queslions

All evaluator~ of re..carch must .... re ... tlc \\ ith '>e"eral
basic issue... before beginning an evaluation. The 'cope
oflllethodscOIl\idcred can be narrowed. and the chances
for eventual ..utec.'>s increased by an....... cring a number
of questiom :lIthe OUbeL

Perhalh thc "ey que... lion .~ that of purpose: .... hy
evaluate? Who .... ill be the U.'>oCT'> of the e\alu:llion

"
re...uhs. and ho\\ \\ ill the infornlalion be used? Once
that fundamental que...lion is ans .... ered. "C\'cral other
basic que<iliOlh can be rel!ool\ed. The'>C queslions out
line the desired characteristics of the cvaluation. Fol
10\\ ing Bellg.. tOIl ( 1983) these qucl>lion.. include:

l) [s the evaluatiollto be qualit:llivc or quantitative?

2) b the cv:.luation to be bascd on economic or
noneconomic criteria?

3) Are there mea~n 10 mea... ure the financial. economic
or :.ociocconomic impacb of TC.<.earch?

... ) What \ ie\\ poim should be ta"cn (agency. regional.
national. international)?

5) What le\e1 of aggreg:llion i... mo,t :lppropriate (i.e..
project. program. commodity. ~ector or Ihe entire
economy)'?

6) Is an e.\ (JOXI orl'.\' mltt'ev:lluatioll1110st appropriate?

7) .....hat distributional concem~ arc to be addressed'!

8) What illlJXlCh arc of second:lr} il1le~f? (e.g..
Cl1\ironlllelll. employment)'!

An...""crs to thc...e que...tions in regard 10 the ENFOR
Progmm can be deri\ cd from the di-.cu ...sion in previous
chapter.... which in tum is influenced by priorilie......el by
the ...tudy· ... Scientific Authorit). '1l1e purpose of an
eventual ENFOR program evalu;ltion is to provide
infonnation to central agencies (e.g .. Treasury Board.
the Milli~try of Finance. the Comptroller General) and
to the Canadian Forestry Service regarding the e(;o
nomic benefih of the program. Thh infonnation "" ill
:lpparently not be u...ed in deci ... ion.. reg:lTding the con
tinuation of or funding Ie\els of ENFOR. since the
program may be l!ol:lIed fortennination in 1988. Rather.
the infonnation \\ ill prO' ide a retrospt.'Cli\e asse...sment
of Ihe accompli-.hmenb of ENFOR. emrha~izing a!>

peeb Ihal can be gauged in economic lenn~.

Such an as,e..."menl .... ill be u"dul for a number of
pUrp(hc...: for infonning deci~ion-Tl1a"er~regarding the
~ucce:. ... ofbiOll1a..~ energy re~earch. for helping to guide
future deci:.ion.. about bioll1a...s energy R&D. for in
fanning ENFOR program managers :lboul \\ here the
r~turns to their research have been grcate~t. and to help
provide fun her experience"" ith and pc,""pccti\es on Ihe
el'onomic e\aluation of renewable encrgy R&D.

Ans\\ers to thc queslions regarding the de~ired char.Jc-



teristics of the evaluation are as follows: the evaluation
is to be quantitative, emphasizing the economic effects,
and approached from the national iewpoint. The level
of aggregation should be that of the project (or sets of
projects) so that specific technology applications can be
evaluated. Of course, the ultimate intere t is in evaluat
ing the whole E FOR Program. But in order to e aluate
such a diverse program in economic terms, the analyst
must essentially evaluate each of the component proj
ects. The evaluation is to be conducted on an ex post
basis; distributional concerns can be addressed where
relevant; and secondary impacts should be de-empha
sized, although they merit discussion in some contexts.

Existing methods and applications

Agriculture

As indicated in Chapter Three, agriculture is by far the
most important area in which economic evaluation of
publicly funded R&D has been successfully conducted.
The purpose of this section is to review the analytical
methods that have been employed for those evaluations.
The types of methods discussed here are of course
shaped by the nature of the planned E FOR evaluation;
for example, ex ante approaches are not discussed to any
real extent.

This discussion has greatly benefited from the excellent
review article by orton and Davis (1981) which dis
cusses methods of evaluating agricultural R&D. The
interested reader can obtain a more thorough introduc
tion to this topic by referring to their work.

orton and Davis (1981) suggest a useful taxonomy for
classifying the approaches that have been applied in
economic evaluations of research. They divide these
approaches into two major categories: ex post and ex
ante techniques. Ex post techniques are further subdi
vided into the consumer and producer surplus (CS)
approach and the production function (PF) approach.
Norton and Davis note that the ex ante benefit/cost (BC)
approach is conceptually very similar to ex post CS
analysis, with the major distinction being that the CS
approach is apparently static; thus, it does not compare
the flows of benefits and costs through discounting.
They also note that a BC evaluation is often appended
to a CS study by extrapolating suitably discounted
benefits into the future, and by calculating internal rates
of return ( orton and Davis 1981).

We find the distinction between the CS and BC ap
proaches arbitrary and somewhat confusing. In subse
quent sections we refer to the CS and BC approach
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jointly as CS-BC, based on the premise that all reason
able CS studies should consider the flow of benefits
over time, allowing total benefits and costs to be com
pared through discounting. Discu sed below are key
elements of the ex post CS-BC approach, as we call it,
followed by a less detailed discussion of the PF ap
proach.

CS-BC Approach. Earlier sections indicated that be
cause new knowledge cannot itself be valued in market
terms, economists are often forced to value the benefits
of R&D based on the values-in-use of technological
innovations that are created. The CS-BC approach is the
archetypical example of that general evaluation prin
ciple. The CS-BC approach was pioneered by Griliches,
in his seminal 1958 analysis of the benefits of hybrid
corn (Griliches 1958b). That work has inspired many
subsequent studies that have built on Griliches' frame
work (e.g., Schmitz and Seckler 1970; Tosterud et al.
1973).

Griliches set out to quantify the changes in consumer
and producer surplus that had occurred because of the
hybrid corn innovation. To measure these changes he
estimated how the supply curve of corn had shifted
downward (meaning a given quantity of corn is avail
able at lower cost) due to hybrids. The beauty of
Griliches' approach lies in its simplicity: he assumed all
benefits of hybrid corn research were realized in the
form of increased consumer's and producer's surplus;
he handled changes in supply and demand parameters
by assumption.

Briefly, consumer's surplus can, for our purposes, be
generally defined as the area below a demand curve and
above a line indicating the price, in a supply and demand
graph. It is the unpriced increment of val ue that accrues
to consumers. Producer's surplus can be approximated
as the area below the price line but above the marginal
cost curve. Mishan points out that producer's surplus is
nothing but a type of factor rent accruing to producers
(Mishan 1983). More technical explanations of the
different types of consumer's and producer's surplus
can be found in Currie et al. (1971). The sum of
producer's surplus, consumers' surplus and any other
resource rent equals the net social benefits or social
surplus of an activity.

Griliches (1958a, 1958b) attempted to calculate the loss
in net social surplus (net benefits, in a social benefit/cost
sense) that would occur if hybrid corn were to disap
pear. His analysis assumed that the adoption of hybrid
corn shifted the supply curve of corn down and to the
right; he then estimated the return for two polar cases
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of perfectl elastic uppl and perfectl inela tic up
pi . Hi approach ha the ad antage of implicit in that
the calculation of neither uppl nor demand ela ticitie
is required.

The literature e tending Griliche' approach i
enormous. Peter on (1967) generalized Griliche ' for
mula for estimating change in net social urplus and
applied it to poultry. He calculated the case where
supply is neither perfectly elastic nor perfectly inelastic
and did not require a demand elasticity of minus one as
did Griliche ' formulae. Schmitz and Seckler (1970)
extended the model to take into account the hadow
price of labor saved b an innovation. A er and Schuh
(1972) altered Griliches' model to incorporate a cob
web behavioral a sumption for cotton producers in
Brazil. Akino and Ha ami (1975) u ed an approach
similar to that of er and Schuh to estimate the ocial
benefits of plant breeding research in Japan. Hertford
and Schmitz (1977) pro ided an approach for e timat
ing the net social urplus when the supply and demand
curves are linear and the supply curve hift is parallel.
Duncan (1972a and 1972b) e timated the benefits of
research that increases the productivity of a resource
that is an input toward a final product (e.g., pastureland
as an input for cattle production). Various studies
(Tosterud et al. 1973; Kislev and Hoffman 1978) have
measured net benefits by estimating an increa e in
production and valuing this at a con tant price (i.e.,
assuming a perfectly elastic demand curve and vertical
supply curve). orton and Davis (1981)provided graphs
and further details of the methodologies employed in
the e and other tudies.

What comparisons can be drawn regarding the ap
proaches of these various studies? The chief is ue is the
extent to which they differ in the ways the supply and
demand curves are specified, and in the nature of the
supply curve shift. The more thorough discussion in

orton and Davis (1981) indicates the functional forms
used in the various studies, which should demonstrate
their specific differences. Generally, though, orton
and Davis (1981) provide the following comparisons.

There are major differences in the nature of the supply
hift assumed. Griliches assumes a parallel shift (hori

zontal or vertical); Peterson a proportional hift; Hert
ford and Schmitz a parallel hift; Akino and Hayami a
pi oted shift; Lindner and Jarrett (1978) and Rose
(1980), four type of shifts. The type of hift assumed is
important becau e divergent shifts re ult in fewer total
benefits to producers than parallel or convergent shifts.
Duncan and Ti dell (1971) have shown, for example,
that producer returns for re earch will be negative when
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re earch lead to a di ergent uppl shift and when
demand i inela tic ( orton and Da i 1981).

nother area for compari on i in the specification of
uppl and demand cur es. Griliche , Hertford and

Schmitz, and Lindner and Jarrett assume linear uppl
and demand curves. Peterson a urnes a general peci
fication, Akino and Ha ami constant elasticity upply
and demand curves, and Rose a linear linked upply
curve and a linear demand curve. These differences are
likely to be of minor importance in determining net
benefits, according to orton and Davis (1981).

A common parameter estimated in most of the e tudies
is K, the percentage change in the price of the good due
to the inno ation (i.e, P/Pi). uch attention should be
de oted to evaluating K since it size is a major deter
minant of net benefit. In some ca es it is ea ier to
measure K as an output effect (horizontal hift in the
uppi curve) and in others as the reduction in the
uppl cur e. This di tinction between a horizontal and

vertical supply shift is really an artificial one. When
yield increases due to technical change this also means
that the same output can be produced at a lower cost
( orton and Davis 1981).

When using a particular formula for a CS approach, one
must be careful to use the type of K which corresponds
to it. The formula developed by Hertford and Schmitz
includes K as a vertical shifter. Akino and Hayami use
K as a production function shifter and provide a formula
for converting it to a horizontal supply function shifter.
Peterson measures K as the proportional change in
equilibrium quantity following the supply shift, which
is les than Hertford and Schmitz's horizontal di tance
between the supply curves ( orton and Davis 1981).

Production function approach. The second major ap
proach used in evaluating benefits of agricultural re
search is the production function (PF) approach. This
approach will only briefly be reviewed here. As summa
rized by orton and Davis (1981), the basic model of
the PF approach has been specified as:

m B 1/ a. . u
Q = A • n. X I • n. R '~ e

i=l i j=o t-j

where Q= alue of agricultural output; A = shift factor
X. = i,h conventional production input; R .= expendi-, 0

tures on research (and extension) in the t-/' year; B
i
= the

production coefficient of the i,h conventional input; l:1.
.= the partial production coefficient of research (and ex

J
tension) in the t-fh year; and u = random error term.



The ba!\ic lechnique i" 10 e"lirnale equation (I) or a
"imilar "pecific;lIion econometricall). The coefficieru
e"timale for M then indicales the change in Q (OUIPUl)
lhat would occur if R (~pending on rc!\carch) i" ill
crea"cd by one unit. In other word". M i~ an c~limale of
:1 partial deri\mive (or a pani:ll regrcs"ion coefficienl).
lhal indicale~ lhe marginal effeci on t01a1 OUlpU!. of
increased re~arch. holding all c1"e in Ihe regrc.\o"ion
COlblanl (including input le'veh for land. labor and
capilal).

According to Nonon and Davi'> (19R I). lhe lTlaJor dif
ferences bel ween ~ludies using a model similar 10
equal ion (I) have been in the ~pccifiealion oflhe lenglh
and ~h"pe of lhe lime lag for the impact of rc"earch
expenditure on OUlpUt. Earl) ~ludie~. ~uch a~ lhe pio-
neering "ork b) Griliches (19tH). u-.cd either 3 "ingk
)ear'" expenditure or a simple 3\emge of 1 )C3r~.

1I0v.C\er. more reccllI slUdies. for example. E\cn'>On
(1967. 1968). Fi.,hehon (1968. \97\). and C1l11e ( 1975)
h:ue developed Iheorelical rea)Qning and presenled
"Ollle empiric:ll e\ idence" hich lend" "cighllO the u~e

of an inverted 'V'-shaped or ·U··~haped di!\lribulion.
The ~ludies ..1"'0 have allemp,cd 10 empirically deler
mine the appropriate length of Ihis lime lag. For ex
:nnple. for the Uniled Slate\. lhe consensu~ "ugge~b a
llle:lIl lag of 6 10 7 ) ear.; (Norton and Davb 1981).

Cross seclion dala ha\e mainl) Ix.-cll used in Ihe e~lima

lion of Ihe I)PC of model de~ribed in equalion (I).
Some studie" h:u e used the aggregate lewl ofOUlput as
Iheir unit of slUdy (e.g.. Griliche" (196-1) and Davis
(1979». "hi Ie olher~ (c.g.. Peter<..oll 1967) have applied
Ihe model 10 diffen:nt community groups. Studie<' u"ing
limc ~(,'rie~ d:lta have adopled an allernalive model
:-.pccification: the majority have u"cd a Cobb·Dougla~

productivily function.

In \ icv. of 'orton and Da\ i\' \tud) (1981). the produc
lion function approach has pro\en 10 be a u-.eful mean~
of i..ol:lling different innucncc,> on agricullurdl produc
tion. The effect of re~arch in one area can be 'oCJXlrated
from educalion. comcntional inpub. or from TC\eareh
in anOlher geographical area. II also allow\ one 10
C~lirnale a marginal a<, oppo~cd to an average rale of
return. One of ilS major limilalion\ is lhe dala required.
It i" \'l~1) difficult for c1(ample. 10 oblain d:lla on
produCtion inpuh \uch a~ labor. machineT). or chemi
cal" applied on indi\ idual commoditie... Another hmi
ullion is the uncertailll) imoJ\ed v.ilh projecting ~t
rale.. of relurn illlo Ihe fUlUre.

Comparisol/ oj CS-BC ami "roduuiol1 jutIClioll ap
pl"OacJ!ej,·. Norton ;lIld Davis (19l'l1) provide an interest-
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ing \Umlllary lable lhal compare" the fealure .. of the
\ariou.. evaluation approachc\. Their table i\ repre
..ellled here a~ Table 9. For cOl1lpletem:~~. il indudc~ a
..ulllrnary of both l'.1 Jlm( and ('.\ (/II//' tcchnique". even
though the laller arc not relevam in thi\ COl1lext.

Judg.ing from Table 9.lhe CS-BC approach hold" \ig
nificant ;Kham:lgC\ 0\ crttle PF approoch for the t) pe of
anal~\i:'!lrequired forlhe ENFOR Progrdm. The benefib
of "pecific projc"1'> or of the'" hole program can be
con~idered: required data are much les~ exten"ive: and
lhc \:llue of a greater variel) of rc~e:lrch aetivitie" e:lIl
be as"e~~d. Murco\er. lhe re~ull'" of lhe PF approach
(lhal is. lhe marginal comribulion of rese:lrch holding
all cl~e in the production proce".. con~lant) arc less
rclev;lIlt for new produeb such a" lho-.e under devdop
mcnl by ENFOR. Fin:llly. Chaplcr Three discu~~ed a
number of problem.. v. ilh the production function :lp
prooch Ihat ha\e ari-.cn in aggregale induslrial OUlPUl
studie.... These ~hortcolllings are al..o rele\ ant 10 com
modil) applicalion.. of the PF approach. as in agricul
ture. In ~um. Ihe CS-BC appro:lch a.. developed in
'Igricuhure is Ihe more sound candidatc methodology
for eV:lluation of ENFOR R&D aClivilic~.

ForCSlr)

E\alualionofresearch in forcMry i.. a much mort: recelll
dc\'clopmcm than in agriculture. Fore1l:ample.lhe U.S.
Fore~1 Service only inilialed a major program regarding
e\aluation of forc"l!) research in 1984 (Risbrudl 198-,>.
Based on inler. ic"" compleled in 19~5.1he Canadian
Foreqry Service doe~ not lypic:llly undertalo.e eco
nomic-based evalualions of ils re~earch aCli\'ilie~. It is
Ihu" rea~onable 10 ~ay that method.. for evaluation of
forc'>lry re~arch arc for:1 number of re:l)Qn~ much Ie"
v.ell developed lhan in agricullure. These reason" in
c1udc Ihe long Ihc" of trees. differences in indu\lrial
Mruclure. and the nalUre of the agricultural eXlen\ion
syl>lClll.

A briefreview oftheobjccli\"es and \lruClure oflhe U.S.
Fore'l Service progr:un e\ alualion of forestry R&D
may be u~eful. A, Ri,brudl (19S4) indicates.lhe 5-year
progralll will involve Ihree major la~b:

T"sJ. I: Identify polemial usen. of forestry re~carch

cvalu:llions. delemlinc Iheir use~ for e\alUalion re"ull\.
and ...pecif) lheir lIlfonnation need".

TasJ.~. As~ss Ihe suitabilit) of e,i~ting re~arch

c\aluation method.. for u~ in c\alualing fore"lry re
search.



Tmk J: De\elopment and adaptation of c\alualion
method".

From Ri"brudt"s de.'>Cription it i~ clear that the merall
purpo~ i~ to de\elop and le~tthc practicalit~ of theo
reticall~ M)und method.. for e\-aluming. fore.'>t!) re
~arch. The implication i.. th:1I the research manager..
pcrcei\e a need for fun her re..earch 10 refine method...
rather than .'>impl~ adapting method.. that have been
employed in olhcr contexlS.

A.. a precur.'>orlO the nc\~ U.S. Fore..t Sen ice program.
a l'onference wa.. held in I9S2 and a bool.. .'>ub.'>el.jucll11)
publi.,hcd discussing method .. for economic evaluation
of foreslry R&D (Hyde 19H3l. Some chapters of the
bool.. revie\\ed the Norton and Davis (1981l summary
of agriculture R&D cvaluation mel hod.. (discu....ed in
the pre\iou.'> St.'Clion) and oUllined funher sludie.. that
~cre planned to :lpply lhe...e metho<h 10 fore:'>l!)'. Three
"ueh .'>ludie... h:l\l' been rnie\\ cd and their melhod" and
re"ull... are .'>ummariLed belo.....

Perhaps the ~t intcrc.. ting .. tudy .... a... one completed
by Beng,>toll (1984). regarding the economic benefil.'> of
re'>earch actl\ itie ... that de\eloped structural panicle
board. Bengslon·s approach follo""\lhe CS-BC model
pioneered b~ Griliche,> (19581: it imohe" estimating
:-hifts in supply CUI"\~ of "truclUml \l.ood ba"tXi on
pallel.'> because of the lo\\er production and transpona
tion co...t" of structural panicle board relative 10 ply
wood. Bencfit.'> are estimated on the ba... is of changes in
con.'>u1l1er· ... and producer· ... "urplu.... while research co'>l.'>
are e"lilllaled on lhe ba"i" of publication l·OUnt~. and an
a"..umed average l·O.. t per publicalion.

A" di..cu......ed in a prcviou......ection.the a......ullled form,
of lhe ...upply and demand curve,. and lhe nalure of the
supply ~hi ft arc the chief delerminants ofbencfi!.'> when
the CS-BC approach i, employed. The intere...ting lwi\!
of the anal) ... i... in lhi.. ,tud)' ~ a~ that it in\ol\ ed change,
in the .'>upply and price of a "ub...titute product. \l.hich
complicated the model. Beng~ton·.'> model il1\'ol\ed
analy.'>i~ of the quantity demanded and prices for .'>Iruc

tuml panicle board. and the change in demand for
pl)\\ood re...ulting from the introduction. in order to
c,timate Ihe 10lal change.'> in ~ial ,urplus. Lacl..ing
economelric supply and demand cu.... c". Bengston
appro:l:imaled the gro'~amlUal re-.carch benefits through
the use of data regarding. the price of qructural panicle
bo:lrd.lhe price ofpI)" ood. and e~tim:lles ofparameter-.
K (the percentage decre:he in the price of slructural
panicle board compared to pi) \\ood) and !l (the pricc
c1a.'>ticit)' ofdemand for .'>lructural p,tnicle board). After
:lrlilual benefits arc e... timaled. foreca ... \.'> of prices and

"
qu:mtitie'i are made forfulure year... in ordertocakulate
the ,tream of future benefit, (Beng'lOn 198-1).

A -.ccond ...tud) b~ Beng.. ton 119$5) oUlline... an altema
ti\e approach 10 re..earch c\aluation thai utili7e~ index
numbers. Beng.'>ton ob'>Cne\ thai "tudic.. of indi\idual
inno\alions arc ..ometinlC' critici/cd becau"C they fo
cu~ only on highly 'iucccssful re-.earch effons. His
re"pon'>C i... to de\(~lop an aggregate level approach.
<.'omparing the relatiomhip bcl .... ccn rc-.carch and pro
ducti\ it) ill an cntire indu..tri:ll sector. He ell1ploy~ an
indCA number approach which U"'C'" gro\\ th in produc
tivit)' per ullit of inpullO mC:I ..ure the value of resources
,avcd due 10 more efficicnt produclion tcchnique,.
Beng..lOn appl ies this appro,lch 10 wood products indus
trie ... through the use of an index he con.'>tructs for factor
productivil) and technical changc in the lumber and
wood product... industrie,.

B) ":ly of illu,tr.:tlion. Bcng~toTl c.'>timale.. that had the
1973 OUlput of the U.S. lumber and \\ ood industry been
obtained \l. ilh the technique.. and producti\ ity that pre
\:liled in 1958.lhat oUlput "ould h:l\e <:0... t38'"-+ more
to produce (or S.J.8 billion 1958 dollars) Ihan \l.as the
actual cost in 1973 (in 1958 dollars). Thi.. increa-.ed
producti\ it) (and resulting co"t \a\ mg... ) i.'> a.....umed to
be ("Qmplelel~ attribulable to the benefit... of \\DOd
produch re...earch (Bengston 1985).

The final "Iud)' 10 be revie\l.cd here i~ b) Westgate
(1985) \\ hoanalyzed the net benefihofre,earch regard
illg containerized tree seedling.'>. We..tg:lle adopted a
CS-I3C approach. along the linc ... of Beng"'l011 (1984).
\\ hich ill turn follo\\ed thc methodology of Griliche...
(195Rb). Bendtts were e.'>lim:tlCd in ten1\.'> of the supply
curvc ~hift and re.'>ulting CS benclll' duc to the introduc
tion of conlainerized seedlillg~. \\ hile CO..1s \l.ere again
C,li1l1ated on the ba.'>i!> of publication co't ... and assumed
unit co...!.'> per publiGltion. The deri\ alion of benefils
imohed e...timating the pricc of conlainerized seed-
ling.'>. the price of bare root seedling lhe quantities of
,·ontainerilcd and bare root scedling the parameter K
(the percentage decrease in the price of containerized
..cedling.'> 0\ er the price of bare root '>Ct'dlings). and the
paramCter" (the price elasticit~ of containerized seed
ling,,).

In sum.lheexisting \\ orl.. in fore'lr) emphasizes the CS
BC approach similar to e\ aluatiolh in agriculture. The
current efforts tode\ clop and le"t ne\\ e\ aluation meth
()(!.'> for fore.'>t!) re...earch .'>uggc.'>t that Ihere i... room for
:ld\ ancement of the:.e methodologie....
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Table 9. Comparison of evaluation approaches

Ex post approaches Ex ante approaches

CS PF BC SM SI MP

Capabilities

1. Detennine distributional yes no yes no yes no
effects on consumers and
producers at various income
levels (benefits and costs)

2. Quantify spillover effects no yes no no yes no
3. Consider secondary impact on yes no yes yes yes no

employment
4. Detennine effects on relative no yes no no yes no

productivity of input
categories

5. Evaluate basic research no yes no yes yes no
6. Evaluate benefits to yes no yes yes yes yes

research projects or program
7. Consider value of maintenance yes no yes no yes no

research
8. Consider economic policy yes yes yes yes yes yes

effects
9. Evaluate benefits to yes yes yes no yes no

aggregate research
10. Estimate average rate of yes no yes no yes no

return
11. Estimate marginal rate of no yes no no yes no

return
12. Consider the lags involved yes yes yes yes yes yes

research and extension
13. Quantify public sector- no yes no no yes no

private sector interaction
Total number of questions 8 8 8 5 13 3

approach can address

Costs

1. Relative cost in researchers' low intenn. low intenn. high intenn.
time

2. Relative cost in scientists' low low intenn. high intenn. intenn.
time

3. Relative cost in administr- low low low high low intenn.
ators'time

4. Relative data requirement low high low low variable intenn.
5. Usually requires a computer no yes no no yes yes

Source: Norton and Davis 1981.

Definitions
CS =Consumer and producer surplus
PF =Production function
BC =Benefit/cost

SM =Scoring model
SI =Simulation
MP =Mathematical programming



Renewable energy

Since the mid-1970s, renewable energy R&D has re
ceived an enormous amount of attention regarding ex
ante evaluation of research options. Two factors ac
count for this attention. First, the successive energy
crises of the 1970s led to billions of dollars being
allocated to renewable energy research. aturally,
questions were asked as to how these funds should be
spent. Second, renewable energy R&D entails many
diverse, complex, and expensive research options. This
variety raises questions about how options should be
compared. A review of the literature regarding ex ante
methods used for renewable energy R&D evaluation in
the .S., as well as an examination of methods for
estimating technology costs and market size, is pre
sented in McDaniels Research and Quantalytics (1986).
Roessner (1981) also presents an extensive discussion
of R&D project selection models that have been em
ployed by the U.S. Department of Energy.

Although the efforts devoted to ex ante methods have
been formidable, remarkably little attention seems to
have been given to ex post evaluation of renewable
energy R&D. Only one published account of such an
evaluation could be located. A recent report by the .S.
Office of Technology Assessment (1986) indicates that
the .S. Department of Energy employed an elaborate,
quantitative evaluation scheme to evaluate its Basic
Energy Science program in early 1980s. This program
was not limited to renewables, but rather they dealt with
the gamut of basic research in areas such as physics
which were related to energy technologies. Forty small
review panels used a formal rating system to evaluate a
random sample of projects, based on the criteria of
researcher quality, scientific merit, scientific approach,
and productivity. However, no economic criteria were
considered (Office of Technology Assessment 1986).

In sum, renewable energy R&D evaluation presents a
somewhat strange dichotomy. Methods for ex ante
project selection appear to be very well developed,
while methods of ex post economic evaluation appear
virtually non existent.

Unresolved issues

This section discusses three unresolved issues that have
arisen in the course of reviewing the existing studies
that employ ex post research evaluation methods. The
first two involve questions of how the benefits and costs
of a given research project should be circumscribed.
The third issue is the most open-ended and conceptually
demanding. It involves an exploration of how decision
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theory could possibly be applied to evaluate the infor
mation generated by research activities that are far from
the product development end of the spectrum and closer
to basic research.

Which costs to count?

As Bengston (1983) points out, defining and measuring
the relevant costs of research presents some vexatious
problems. Most important is the problem of valuing
apparently unrelated, or even parallel, research efforts
that may have contributed indirectly to that research
activity being evaluated. Forexample, the development
of structural particle board was probably facilitated to
some extent by unrelated research on the characteristics
of hardwood resources in the United States. Should
such costs be included in an evaluation of SPB re
search? Similarly, most agricultural research evalu
ations have only included the costs of production ori
ented research extension. This approach will likely
underestimate the true costs, since many other types of
research (e.g., economics research) ordinarily contrib
ute to the successful adoption of an innovation (Beng
ston 1983).

It seems clear that the more conceptually appropriate
approach is to include the costs of all relevant research
that has contributed to an innovation, including unfruit
ful research efforts. In practice, however, such an all
encompassing approach is almost never adopted. The
difficulty arises in defining how a parallel (or an appar
ently unrelated) research activity has contributed to the
development of a given innovation.

A second and contrasting question is how far back to
start counting costs. Research always builds on previ
ous work, so the point at which one begins to count costs
is somewhat arbitrary (Bengston 1983). Evaluators
should solve this problem by only counting research
costs that occur after a conceptually relevant starting
point for research on the innovation in question, and
treating all previous research as sunk costs.

Which benefits to count?

Various chapters of the book edited by Hyde (1983)
suggest a case study of research that contributed to the
development of the southern pine plywood industry as
a test ofevaluation methods. The innovation in question
was the development of high-speed cutting lathes and
lathe changers that veneers from the smaller southern
pine logs.

In commenting on this planned case study, Dutrow



(1983) raises an extremely important point that is ger
mane to many research evaluation contexts. Should an
eval uation of research regarding the high speed lathe be
credited with all increases in consumer's and producer's
surplus that resulted from development of the southern
pine industry? Many factors, particularly economic
ones, contributed to the growth of that industry, accord
ing to Dutrow. He cites low labor costs, proximity to
eastern markets, and a plentiful pine resource as con
tributing factors. Should not net benefits from that
industry be attributed individually to each of these
contributing factors, along with the lathe innovation?
Dutrow suggests that there would have been little growth
in the southern pine plywood industry without those
economic and resource conditions. On the other hand,
those conditions made the southern forest industry ripe
for expansion in general, with or without the plywood
industry (Dutrow 1983).

Dutrow is on the right track when he raises the issue of
development "with or without" the southern pine ply
wood industry. A solution to the question can be ob
tained by careful specification of the "with and without"
cases regarding a specific innovation. That is, an evalu
ation ofresearch on southern pIywood technology should
begin with a thorough assessment of what would have
happened to the southern pine resource had the lathe
innovation not been developed. Perhaps a major pulp
and paper industry would have developed instead, which
would itself be the source of considerable net benefits.
The calculation of the net benefits of the plywood
technology must take into account all opportunity costs,
including foregone opportunities to utilize those re
sources in other industries.

A related question arises in evaluation of a particular
technology that will be applied repeatedly in future
projects. Sayan innovation occurs regarding container
ized seedlings that lowers their costs in all subsequent
years. Should that research be credited with the present
value of all future cost savings? Does this not raise the
possibility of double counting, insofar as future evalu
ations of containerized seedlings relative to, say, bare
root stock, will reflect the lower costs that result from
that research?

The answer is straightforward. Indeed, research that
creates an innovation lowering the cost ofcontainerized
seedlings should get credit for the present value of
future benefits in subsequent applications, so long as
careful attention is paid to the "with and without"
criterion. Then, any future evaluations of the choice
between containerized seedlings and any alternative
should be based on costs of containerized seedlings at
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that time. Double counting does not occur because the
subsequent evaluations should be based on technology
as available when the innovation is made.

The value of information approach: a digression

Previous sections have indicated that because the direct
output of research, new knowledge cannot be readily
evaluated in economic terms; the analyst must conduct
evaluations indirectly, based on the outputs from inno
vations generated from that new knowledge. This implies
that research near the development end of the research
spectrum is far more readily evaluated in economic
terms than is basic research . Yet, as Mansfield (1981)
points out, all research has a potential value, even
research that fails to achieve its objectives. That value
lies in the scientists' ability to better shape future
research because of information learned from previous
failures. Similarly, basic research clearly has an eco
nomic value, at least theoretically that arises from
applying new basic knowledge in subsequent basic and
applied research.

Both of these examples suggest a potential avenue for
evaluating research that is less clearly linked to product
development and innovations: the value of information
approach. Decision theory provides a conceptual frame
work for evaluating the benefits of new information
based on the effects of information on subsequent
decisions.

The value of information approach might be relevant to
an evaluation of the E FOR Program because the
largest single area of research supported by E FOR
involved a national biomass inventory. Those research
activities cannot be readily linked to the development of
specific products, and thus fall toward the basic re
search end of the spectrum. Yet the information pro
duced by the biomass inventory is clearly valuable in
terms of our understanding of the national biomass
resource and its potential role in the national energy
economy.

The concept of value of information arises within deci
sion analysis (Behn and Vaupel 1982), which is essen
tially decision theory as applied to real-world problems
involving uncertainty. The following simple example
will illustrate the concept. Suppose your local book
maker offers you the following gamble. He has an urn
that contains red and black marbles. An honest mutual
friend assures you that the urn contains exactly 100
marbles, and that at least ten are red. The bookmaker
offers you the chance to pay $100 in exchange for the
opportunity to draw one marble from the urn. If it is red,



you win 1000. If it i black, ou win nothing. Should
you take the bet? The information you have allows you
to place the probability of drawing a red marble at a
minimum of 10%. Since our e timate of the expected
payoff on the bet (.10) ( 1000) i equal to the amount

ou would pay ( 100), ou would likely onl accept the
wager if ou are "ri k neutral" or "risk seeking." But
since most people are' risk a er e" (unwilling to take
e en-money bets for large sum ), you may hesitate. The
bookmaker sees you are wavering. He offers you two
options:

(1) Pa 5 and get an opportunity to "sample" the urn
by drawing 20 ball and counting the number of red
balls in that sample (i.e., obtain imperfect
information).

(2) Pay 15 and get an opportunity to count the total
contents ofthe urn to determine the precise number
of red ball (i.e., obtain perfect information).

Say you opt for the latter choice, pay 15 and detennine
that there are precisely 20 red marbles in the urn. You
then know the true expected payoff of the bet is 200.
The value of knowing the true probability (i.e., perfect
information) is equal to the "true" expected payoff
( 200) less your prior estimate of expected payoff
( 100), less the cost of acquiring the inforn1ation ($15),
or 85. ote that the new infOlmation does not eliminate
the uncertainty, but rather gives you the best possible
probability estimates over the outcome.

One sees that the value of information concept entails a
stringent set of decision rules and information require
ments in order to be successfully applied. The require
ments are:

a specific decision to be made that involves an
uncertain outcome;

probability assessments over the possible outcomes;

knowledge of the payoffs of the outcomes;

an explicit statement of attitude towards risk;

a willingness to make decisions on the basis of
"expected utility" theory;

the opportunity to purchase new information that
will reduce the uncertainty by giving updated
estimates of the probability of potential outcomes;
and, a decision-maker that follows Bayes' Rule to
revise estimates once new information is available.
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All the e concepts are discussed at greater length in
Behn and Vaupel (1982).

How relevant is thi theoretical construct for evaluating
R&D initiati e ? In an inno ative 1980 article, orton
and Schuh (1981) discus ariou method of e aluat
ing social science re earch a applied to agriculture. The
article provides an example of an evaluation of price
foreca t , used by farmers to obtain updated estimates
of future commodity prices, as one basi for crop
planting decisions. This is the only example that could
be located of the value of information approach as
applied to R&D. In that example, all the requirement of
the value of information approach could be met, by
assumption if not in fact. A specific deci ion by farmers
was at hand, and one could construct a prototype frame
work to analyze decisions regarding the selection of
crops for planting in order to maximize the farmer's
expected utility. One key assumption is the existence of
prior and updated probability di tributions regarding
price for commoditie as well as other relevant cost and
output data.

In an evaluation of E FOR research, specifically the
research comprising the ational Biomass Inventory
program, the context is not nearly so well suited to a
decision analytic approach. It is true that the ational
Biomass Inventory program has provided new informa
tion that can be used to derive probability estimates of
volumes and costs of biomass fuels. However, there is
no clear-cut, explicit decision to which that information
appears directly relevant. The information produced by
this program will in general be relevant to broad renew
able energy management and policy decisions, but less
so to specific decisions about investments or biomass
harvests in particular locations. Even if a particular
decision context were identified, one would have diffi
culty in arguing that the decision could or would be
made on the basis of expected utility maximization,
assuming prior and updated probability assessments.
Finally, knowledge of the possible outcomes associated
with biomass policy or investment options is at this
point difficult to predict, so the return of various
outcomes can only be vaguely estimated.

In sum, while the value of infonnation approach is
theoretically relevant to evaluating certain components
of E FOR R&D activities, the analytical framework
and the web of assumptions needed to use this approach
make it impracticable. We must resort to noneconomic
and non-decision analytic approaches to evaluating
these basic research activities, as explored later in
Chapter Six.
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Chapter five

Economic methods for evaluating the ENFOR program

Overview

The purpo e of this chapter is to recommend economic
methods for evaluating E FOR research projects. It
draws heavily on previous chapters in which methods
used for research evaluations in sectors such as agricul
ture were re iewed. In addition, this chapter draws on
previous work completed by the consultants regarding
economic e aluation of renewable energy incentive
programs and renewable energy policy analysis. Or
ganization of this chapter proceeds in the following
manner. The first section discusses the recommended
overall approach, while the next section considers
important factors in determining the benefits, which
essentially involve questions about the nature of de
mand and supply curves associated with forest biofuel
technology applications. In the third section, analysis of
costs are discussed. A concluding section draws to
gether these points.

Approach

To begin, the basic approach must be clarified. On the
basis of the discussion in Chapters Three and Four, the
consultants believe the CS-BC approach should be
adopted for economic evaluation of E FOR Program
projects. The reasons for this choice are straightfor
ward: the data requirements are less extensive, a wider
range of research can be accommodated, the necessary
focus on projects contributing to the development of
technology applications is possible, and the conceptual
link to new products is more straightforward.

The next issue is the nature of the projects to be
analyzed. The evaluation approach should be structured
so that it is relevant to technology applications, which
combine an energy source and conver ion technology
to produce a marketed (or marketable) energy product
(McDaniels and Quantalytics 1986). In the case of the
E FOR program, the energy ource will invariably be
forest biomass in some form. The technology aspect
would refer to technical components that produce some
type of usable energy product from biomass. This
wood-based energy product could find application in
the pulp and paper sector as boiler fuel, as fuel for

lumber dryers in the forest sector, for cogeneration of
electricity and steam in various contexts, for liquid
fuels, or in other applications.

Once the focus on bioenergy technology application is
establi hed, the thrust of the CS-BC analy is becomes
clearer. The demand and supply curves of interest are
those that describe the price and quantit combinations
for a given biofuel source in a gi en location. E FOR
research relevant to a given biofuel technolog applica
tion could create an inno ation that shift the supply
curve, providing benefits because the quantities de
manded become available at a lower price. The issue at
hand in this chapter is to recommend methods to evalu
ate such an innovation.

The approach should be capable of evaluating a single
project, or a group of projects, that led to an innovation
for a given technology application. Finally, it merits
repeating that only certain types of E FOR- upported
projects are potentially amenable to economic evalu
ation with the CS-BC approach. Other types of projects
could be analyzed with noneconomic methods, as di 
cussed in Chapter Six.

Potential benefits of E FOR

Overview

In Chapter Four we pointed out that analysis of benefits
is generally the most troublesome aspect of any R&D
evaluation. This difficulty is particularly evident in
developing an evaluation approach for the E FOR
program. Perhaps the most concise and direct way to
discuss the issues of benefit estimation is as a series of
discrete topics, presented below.

Recall that when the CS-BC approach i employed, the
benefits of R&D activity are evaluated on the basis of
supply and demand curve shifts. Thus the benefits are
ensitive to assumptions regarding the nature of upply

and demand curves for the good in question. Similarly,
assumptions regarding price changes, the elasticity of
demand, and the nature of the supply curve shift can also



be important. These and other i ues are discussed
belo in the context of E FOR benefit calculations.

Demand considerations

I) Assumptions regarding the nature ofdemand curves
for biomas fuels are particularly troubling for the
E FOR program analysis. The planned approach
to this question when the proposal for this study
was first prepared was essentially to ignore demand
considerations. We reasoned that because the
E FOR program has since 1982 been concerned
only with the production ofbiomas ,rather than its
utilization, the benefits should be measured by the
potential economic benefits arising from downward
shifts in biofuel supply curves, while demand
curves could be ignored. Howe er, upon close
examination, we found this assumption unworkable.
The supply curves for biomass fuels would be
unbounded upwards (that is, they would show
infinite quantities available at infinitely high cost)
ifdemand considerations were ignored completely.

2) Some background will be useful in order to
understand the i sues affecting demand curves for
biofuels. Biomass fuels compete with fossil fuels
(primarily heavy oil, natural gas, or coal) and, to a
limited extent, electricity. A decision to utilize
forest biomass in place of a fossil fuel is largely
made on the basis of their relative costs, when all
capital and operating costs for the alternative fuels
are considered. Thus the rapid increase and
sub equent decline in oil prices in recent years have
had drastic effects on the demand curves for biofuels.
As the price of substitute fossil fuels has fallen, the
demand curves for biomass fuels have shifted in
and downward, meaning users are willing to pay
less for a given quantity of biomass in a given
market context. In sum, the demand curves for
biomass fuels are as unpredictable as are fossil fuel
plices. The implication is, ofcourse, that the benefits
of E FOR R&D are equally as unpredictable.

3) Another factor strongly affecting biofuel demand
is that the types of energy users who would likely
find it feasible to use forest biomass in place of
fossil fuel are relatively few. Moreover, the
bulkine s of biofuels means they are expensive to
transpor1. Biofuel demand is thus completely region
specific or even location-specific; demands at one
location are quite likely to be completely different
from demands in a location only a short distance
away. Thus, any rigorous analysis ofdemand should
be conducted on a site-specific basis, taking into
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account the nature of the users, infrastructures, and
the relative fuel co t at each location.

4) E en if it were possible to accurately forecast fossil
fuel prices, and e en if the regional distribution of
demands were carefully modelled, other factors
would still make it difficult to project the demand
curves needed for a CS-BC analysis of biofuel
technological innovations. When conducting a
benefit/cost evaluation, the values (or prices) that
form the basis of the demand curve for the product
should fully reflect the marginal social values of all
types of social benefits derived from that product.
Part of the challenge of the social benefit/cost
approach is to impute market values to outputs or
benefits from the innovation, resource change, or
proposed policy under analysis, even when those
outputs are not valued in con entional markets.
Examples of situations where market information
is not adequate to value certain outputs include
externalities (such as adverse or beneficial
environmental effects), or when prices are set by
administrative convention (i.e., by government fiat)
or by market power (i.e., monopoly) rather than in
competitive markets. (See Treasury Board (1976)
or Mishan (1983) for a more complete discussion
of these problems.)

5) There are three types ofpotential benefits associated
with the utilization of forest biomass energy
products, and thus with E FOR research, that
cannot be directly evaluated on the basis of market
prices. These are (I) the value of reduced risk of oil
import disruption, (2) the value of reduced
environmental costs from former waste disposal
practices for forest biomass waste, and (3) the value
of reduced environmental costs from conventional
oil and gas exploration, development, refining, and
transport.

6) Briefly, even though Canadian energy prices now
reflect world prices, and the price of oil has fallen
dramatically in 1986, there is still risk of a future
disruption of oil supply and thus there are potential
costs of relying on oil imports that are not reflected
in the import price. To the extent that using forest
biomass reduce the demand for oil imports, biomass
products provide unpriced benefits in terms of
reduced risk of import disruption costs. However,
quantifying these potential benefits is well beyond
the scope of this study, and has proven too
troublesome to be attempted in previous evaluations
of renewable energy incentive programs
(McDaniels Research 1984a,b). The expected utility



of avoiding such costs may be more closely
associated with the variance in import prices over
the last decade than with their current mean level.

In sum, any benefits from reduced risk of import
disruption are too complex to be built into any
demand curves for biofuels associated with E FOR
innovations. Further discussion of these conceptual
and practical issues is found in McDaniels Research
(1984b).

7) The two types of benefits associated with reduced
environmental costs are similarly too complex to
be treated here. Those benefits are so site-specific
and so difficult to treat in marginal telIDS that they
could not be sensibly imputed as part of the social
demand curve analysis for a given biofuel
technology innovation.

8) The conclusion to be drawn from points 2 to 6 is
that analysis of the demand curves for biomass
fuels associated with E FOR innovations is
extremely complex. Itseems clear that the evaluation
of E FOR R&D must rely on a number of
simplifying assumptions in order to proceed. Of
course, virtually all the evaluations of R&D
activities discussed in Chapter Four also included
simplifying assumptions.

9) Two possible, alternative simplifying assumptions
that could be made would be to assume that biofuel
demand curves are either perfectly elastic at a given
price, or perfectly inelastic at a given quantity.
Both of these assumptions have been employed in
previous evaluations of R&D (e.g., Griliches 1958
a, b), but have been applied to supply curves, not
demand curves. As indicated in Chapter Four, a
perfectly elastic demand curve implies that no
matter how large the quantity, all available supply
will be used at the going price. One example would
be the demand for wheat from a given farm.
Conversely, a perfectly inelastic demand curve
implies that no matter how high the price, a specific
quantity will always be purchased. An example
would be demand for a necessity such as salt. Either
assumption would require considerable abstraction
before it would appear applicable to biomass energy.

evertheless, of the two, the assumption ofperfectly
elastic demand seems more in keeping with the
nature of the bioenergy marketplace. The difficulty
that arises in implementing this assumption is in
selecting the appropriate price at which the perfectly
elastic demand curve should be placed.
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10) Using a perfectly elastic demand curve requires the
selection of the appropriate price, while a perfectly
inelastic demand curve requires the selection of the
appropriate quantity. Either choice is problematic
for biofuels. On one hand, market studies (e.g.,
Cogeneration Assoc. 1985; Canadian Resourcecon
1983) have indicated that at the margin, in most
locations, there is little or no incremental demand
for biofuels that remains unfilled at current energy
prices. Thus, in many locations the marginal price
that incremental biofuel supplies would command
is zero. This is evidenced by the vast supplies of
unused, relatively good-quality, low-cost hog fuel
that pose major disposal problems in the British
Columbia interior. Certainly in that region one
could not attach a positive price to incremental
biofuels. On the other hand, if energy prices had
continued to grow at the rates envisioned in the
beginning of the 1980s, and ifenergy resources had
been priced on the basis of their marginal social
values in Canada over that period, the situation
today (1987) would be very different (McDaniels
Research 1982). Biofuel demand and utilization
would be much higher than current levels, and it
seems clear that positive prices for incremental
biofuel production would be expected in many
locations. This difficulty simply underscores the
complexity ofascribing demand curves to biofuels.

11) Perhaps the simplest way of treating demand curves
would be to assume a perfectly elastic demand
curve at an arbitrarily high price, say $75 or $100
per ODt. This approach would be in keeping with
the reasoning outlined in the proposal for this
study; that is, the ENFOR program has been
concerned with biomass production and not with
utilization questions. Following that reasoning, the
evaluation would be based on potential economic
benefits that would accrue if biofuel prices and
utilization levels become high enough so that the
potential cost savings associated with ENFOR
innovations can be achieved.

12) A second, more difficult approach would be to
employ perfectly elastic and perfectly inelastic
demand curves as the two polar cases to bound
estimates. The price and quantity levels for these
two cases could be set according to market
conditions in each region, trying to accommodate
the concerns outlined previously as much as
possible, and also based on expectations regarding
long-term energy market conditions in each region.
In addition, the analyst would have to estimate the
demand curves based on regional conditions for the



qualit and t pe of biofuel to be produced b the
technolog a ociated ith the E FOR re earch in
question. Thi approach is too complex to be
workable in mo t if not all ca e .

13) A third (and the most difficult) method of treating
demand i sue would be to attempt to estimate
downward sloping demand curves for the type of
biofuel in question, for each region, for each relevant
year. The timing of demands is potentially a major
factor in determining benefits, since it is well
known that diffusion of innovation does not occur
in tantaneou ly. There is an extensive literature on
the factors affecting, and the modelling of, the
market penetration of renewable energy
technologie . Appendix B in McDaniel Research
and Quantalytic (1986) provide a detailed review
of the e i sues. This third method, although
theoretically the most appropriate, is clearly
unworkable in the context of an evaluation of
E FOR research.

14) ItseemsclearthattheanalysisofbenefitsofE FOR
research requires that simplifying assumptions be
made when considering the demand for biofuels.
The simplest and most pragmatic method is to
assume the demand curve is perfectly elastic at
some arbitrary high price, such as $75 or $100 per
ODt. This method reflects the a sumption that the
E FOR program has an objective of increasing
biofuel supply, but is not concerned with demand
issues.

Supply analysis

1) The analysis of supply curves is potentially more
straightforward. The main reason is that the first
study of this three-phase research project developed
supply curves for various biomas fuels in regions
all across Canada (McDaniels Research 1985).
That study's findings can be used as the basis for
estimating the shapes of existing supply curves.
The nature of the shifts in these supply curves due
to inno ations resulting from E FOR research can
then be handled through assumptions. The process
of making supply curve e timates is discussed
below.

2) Briefly, thePha elstudydevelopedacomputerized
method to estimate the quantities and costs offore t
biomass fuels available from (typically) five
different sources in each region. These sources
included mill residues, forest residues,
noncommercial stand conversion and the harvest
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of surplu material and plantations. The basic
approach in the Pha e I tud required the
con ultants toestimate probabilit den it functions
for the production and transport costs for each of
the e categorie of biofuel . The spreadsheet
template de eloped for the study then calculated
the distribution of the quantities available at variou
total costs for each source.

3) The basis for the required estimates of production
costs was an extensive review of over 70 different
forest engineering publications dealing with
processes and equipment for obtaining biomass
fuel from either fore t residues or harve ts of non
commercial stand .The cost estimates presented in
these publications were summarized in a data base
that comprised an appendix to the Phase I study.
Both E FOR publication and many other reports
from the nited State and Canada were reviewed
for this data base.

4) In the data base, the production processes upon
which the cost estimates in a given report were
based were also summarized. Thus one can obtain
cost estimates (from this data base) for various
processes that are appropriate in different ten'ain or
forest types.

5) In the body of the Phase I report, cost distributions
for the recovery of biomass fuels from the various
sources are provided for each region. These
estimates were produced by the consultants and the
tudy's scientific authority, based on a review of

the data base or production costs studies. It is
important to recognize that these estimates of
probability distributions for production costs are
subjective, and are based on our review of the
infomlation at hand. Of course, these subjective
estimates have a major effect on the supply curves
for various sources in each region.

6) In order to analyze the benefits associated with an
E FOR research project, one must first identify
the technology application that was the intended
purpose of that project. For example, a project
intended to develop a machine for a particular type
of forest residue recovery process would involve a
technology application to produce marketed biofuel
from a particular t pe of forest waste.

7) The next step would be to identify the regions in
which this technology application could be
employed. The factors to consider in identifying
these regions would include the type of terrain, the



forest stand type, and th machinery type. These
data are summarized in the cost model of the Phase
I tudy, and a broad setofthe rele ant regions could
be identified through sorts of the data file
comprising that model. (See Chapter Fi e of

cDaniel Re earch (1985a) for a brief ummar
of how the e orts are accomplished.) Howe er,
the process of identifying region where the
technology could be employed is complex, and not
one that can be conducted entirely by sorting the
data bases in the Phase I study. Discussions with
Canadian Forestry Ser ice personnel familiar with
both the technology and the region in question
would likely al 0 be required to de elop the final
list.

8) Once the relevant technology application, fuel
source, and regions are identified, the key question
becomes: how have the supply curves for the
particular source in these regions been affected by
the E FOR research project? t this point, the
analyst must review the studies that comprise the
basis for the cost estimates in the model. In most
cases, these are identified in (or obvious from) the
data base. If the E FOR research project in question
is not one of the studies that comprise the basis for
the estimates, the process is straightforward. The
analyst must review the cost data in the rele ant
E FOR project report and assess how the suppl
cur e estimated previously would be shifted as a
result of the E FOR research. If the E FOR study
in question is one of the studies providing
information for the existing estimate, the procedure
becomes complex. One must review the data from
the studies other than the relevant E FOR report,
and determine what the estimated supply curve
would hm'e been in the absence of the E FOR
study in question. After that, the supply curve
incorporating the E FOR study can be used to
estimate the resulting supply shift3 . In practice, few
E FOR studies are likely to fall in the latter
category.

9) As discu sed in Chapter Four, the assumed nature
ofthesupply curve shift is an important determinant
of the benefits in a CS-BC economic analysis of an

/31 At this point, the reader might ask wh the data base and
model in Phase I included E FOR studie as a ource of information.
if that model is to be used to evaluate the benefits of these same
project . The answer is that the Pha e I study was originally intended
to anal ze the benefits of new E FOR propo also not tudies that had
alI'ead been completed. Chapter One of thi report explain the
change in tudy objecti e that occurred a thi Pha e II study \ as
beginning.
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R&D project. There are ariou approache to
estimating such hifts, which require varying
amounts of data. In the extreme, a complete slate of
estimated cost and quantit would be a ailable
from the research project, meaning the supply
cur e ould impl be drawn. not e timated. More
typical is the case in which onl partial data are
a ailable, at be t pro iding one or two number on
a revised upply curve. There are no hard rule to be
followed by analysts in estimating supply curve
shifts. One suggestion is that a careful review be
completed of both pre ious and new information
on the rele ant costs. The econd and more concrete
recommendation is that uppl cur e shifts be
treated as parallel shift, unless there is e idence to
indicate a different approach. As Chapter Four
indicated, some previous research evaluation tudies
have assumed parallel supply curve shifts (Gril iches
1958 a,b).

10) It is possible that the results of an E FOR re earch
project could indicate a supply cur e hift upward,
not downward, or a supply curve that is more
dispersed than previously e timated. These
situations would mean that the biofuel product
would cost more, or that there is a greater range in
costs than previously supposed. These findings
wou Id not necessari Iy mean that the benefi ts of the
research project are negati e. Rather, an analysis of
the benefits would ha e to proceed in terms of
value-of-infOlmation analysis as discussed in
Chapter Four, rather than the conventional CS-BC
approach.

Gross benefits analysis

I) Analyzing the gross benefits of a re earch project
requires that the demand and suppl curve estimates
be combined, assuming a perfectly elastic demand
curve at an arbitrarily high price such as $lOO/ODt,
and estimating an old and new supply curve. One
then obtains the situation illustrated in Figure 2.
The increase in area under the demand and upply
curves due to the shift in supply determines the
potential gro s annual benefits. As di cussed
pre iously, these are potential benefits in that they
assume demand is great enough to absorb all
production with costs up to 100/ODt. This
assumption is in keeping with the E FOR
program' focus on biomass production (supply)
issues and not on biomass conversion (demand)
issues.

2) How should future potential benefits should be
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E FOR costs

VALUE
($ )

considered? We recommend calculating the
discounted present value of this stream of future
potential benefits at di count rates of 5 and 10 0, in
keeping with the Treasury Board guidelines (1976).
Discounting should be calculated over the economic
life (say, 25 years) back to the year in which the
research project began. Benefits should begin the
year after the research was completed. Again, it
should be stressed that the results will indicate
potential discounted gros benefits, becau e, as
mentioned earlier, demand is not explicitly
considered, and also because the time necessary for
the potential innovation to diffuse into the bioenergy
marketplace has not been explicitly addressed.
Thus, one should not view the resulting gross
benefit estimates as actual, realized gross benefits
in the ocial benefit/cost sense. Rather, the figures
indicate potential benefits that could be realized
once demand reaches the assumed level.

Perhap the best ource of infonnation on the cost
for an E FOR research project (or set of project)
are cientific authorities and principal investigators
of projects. The e individuals hould be contacted
to determine whether research projects outside the
obviousl relevant set indirectly contributed to the
technolog inno ation of interest.

rele ant re earch that has contributed to the
development of an innovation, including unfruitful
research efforts, that were incurred after a relevant
starting point. Re earch that occurred before that
tarting point hould be treated as sunk co t .

2)

The result of the previous steps can be summarized in
two ways: as a benefit/cost ratio (BIC), and as a net
value (B-C). It merits repeating that these summary
measures cannot be viewed as indicative of net social
benefits from an E FOR research project in the con
ventional benefit/cost ense. Rather, these calculations
would reflect potential net benefits, not realized net
benefits, for rea ons outlined earlier.

5) The discounted present value of direct and indirect
costs should be calculated at interest rates of 5 and
10%, discounted to the year in which the project's
direct expenditure commenced.

Conlparison of benefits and costs

4) The actual direct budget and years of expenditure
for the project or projects in question can be
determined from E FOR records. In addition the
indirect costs of contract administration, program
organization and administration, as well as
information dissemination must be considered.
These joint costs can be apportioned to the individual
projects as a pro-rated share (based on the ratio of
a pecific project's direct costs to all projects'
direct costs, for the years in question) ofthe E FOR
program's total annual overhead costs for the years
the research project was acti ely conducted.

3) The relevant date at which to start counting costs
should be the beginning of the fiscal year in which
the project started. All costs before that date can be
treated as sunk costs.

QUA TITY
(OOT)

OVATION

Figure 2. Potential Benefits.
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Analysis of E FOR project costs is far more straight
forward than analyzing benefits, and can be briefly
outlined in point form below.

1) As suggested in Chapter Four, the conceptually
appropriate approach is to include the costs of all

Conclusions

This chapter has pro ided a series of instructions for
conducting benefit/co tevaluations ofE FOR research
projects. Certain simplifying assumptions were required
to adapt the CS-BC analytical structure that has evolved



in pre iou e aluations of agricultural research. B far
the most important a sumption is to the one regarding
the nature of demand curve for biomas fuels. Thi
a sumption was deemed necessary (and appropriate)
because of the complex i sues associated with biofuel
demand analysis, the current state of the biofuel market-
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place, and the empha is of the E FOR program on
uppl issues. It hould be stre sed that this a umption

will have a major influence on the results of any subse
quent E FOR evaluations, and on the interpretation of
those re ults.
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Chapter six

oneconomic evaluation methods

Overview

Chapter Two e tabli hed that while the primary objec
tive of the E FOR Program is economic, some of the
program's sub-objectives cannot be closely linked to
economic performance criteria. These sub-objectives
include: 1) creation of information to assist in manage
ment of bioma s re ources: and 2) creation of expertise
in biomass energy. To evaluate progress towards these
objectives, some t pe of noneconomic evaluation ap
proach is nece ary.

The purpose of this chapter is to review methods for
noneconomic evaluation of R&D, and then identify the
methods that are potentially applicable to evaluation of
those E FOR activities which cannot be evaluated in
economic terms. The chapter's organization follows
that structure. First, we review method for nonecon
omic evaluation, then we discuss their applicability for
E FOR. The treatment is brief, in keeping with our
primary emphasis on economic evaluation.

Review of methods

Chapter Three began with a brief discussion of the
linear view of R&D, in which basic re earch leads to
applied research, development and a final product.
Figure I illustrated such a model, while Table 7 pro
vided definitions of its stages. The chapter pointed out
some of the flaws in that view of the innovation process,
indicating that analysts have generally recognized that
it is an incomplete representation of the innovation
process. Nevertheless, the notion of a continuum of
R&D activities, with basic research at one extreme and
product development at the other, remains informative.

We refer to that model at this point because the separate
stages in the R&D process have different characteris
tics, and these characteristics lead to different possibili
ties for R&D evaluation methods. Bennett and Jaswal
(1980), in a report for the Planning and Evaluation
Sector of Energy, Mines and Resources Canada, pro
vide a summary of their views on the applicability of
various evaluation methods (noneconomic and eco
nomic) to different R&D stages. Their table is repro-

duced here as Table 10. Bennett and Jaswal (1980)
prov ide little justification for their assessments ofmethod
applicability, although their views seem inherently
reasonable. In essence, they see noneconomic methods
such as peer review, citation analysis, and publication
counts as most appropriate at the basic research end of
the spectrum, and economic methods (benefit/cost
analy is) appropriate at the product development end.
Thi i certainly in keeping with the di cussion in
ChapterThree. Bennett and Jaswal's reference to proba
bilistic methods would more appropriately be termed
"rating scales" or "subjective multiple criteria assess
ment," given the example they provide. "Probabilistic
methods" would more aptly refer to the use ofprobabil
ity distributions to incorporate uncertainty in a benefit/
cost framework, or, for ex ante evaluation contexts, to
the reliance on decision analytic techniques that involve
probabili ty.

Another perspective on the applicability of nonecon
omic evaluation methods to research evaluation i pro
vided by the Treasury Board's discussion paper on
e aluation of R&D programs (Canada Treasury Board
1984). That report identifies two key approaches to
R&D e aluation:

- an approach to determine client satisfaction; and
- possible approaches to determine quality of R&D.

To determine client satisfaction, the Treasury Board
(1984) report recommends client surveys. To determ ine
the quality of R&D, the report recommends various
methods including peer review, publication counts,
citation analysis, and other indicators such as the num
ber of awards, reports, or patents.

In sum, Bennett and Ja wal (1980) and Canada Trea 
ury Board (1984) sugge t similar approaches to none
conomic e aluation of R&D. The reports differ in the
taxonomies they use to define R&D evaluation con
texts. One could theoretically combine the two sets of
recommendations into a three-dimensional matrix that
matches methods to R&D stages and evaluation con
texts. However, such a matrix could not be reproduced
graphically and would add little to the discussion al-
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Table 10. Applicability of noneconomic evaluation methods to research stage. The larger the number of
asterisks, the more relevant and applicable, and hence more important, is the evaluation method.

II III II

Outputs
Ba ic of Develop- Outputs of Impact

E aluation Basic Research Applied Applied ment& Development on

Method Research Output Research Research Testing & Testing Clients

Peer review *** *** ~;:* ** *
- alue analysi

Client survey * ** ***

Co t-benefit * ** ***

Indicators
- Patents * ** ***
- Publications *** * *
- Citation *** *

Producti ity * ***

Probabi Iistic
methods * ***

Organizational
characteristics *** *** **

Source: Bennett ancl Jaswal 1980.

ready presented. A more pressing issue is a better
description of the key concerns and steps involved in
these evaluation methods, as considered below.

Description of methods

The following discussion of methods is largely drawn
from Bennett and Jaswal (1980), Canada Treasury
Board (1984), and the Office of Technology Assess
ment (1980).

Peer Re\'iews. Peer review refers to an evaluation of a
program by persons of similar rank in the scientific
community, skilled in the disciplines in question. This
approach to evaluation is especially relevant for basic
research, although it may be used at other stages also,
and is normally concerned with an evaluation of quality
rather than the effectiveness of the work. The ational
Research Council in Canada and the ational Bureau of
Standards in the U.S. both rely heavily on peer reviews
(Bennett and Jaswal 1980). Some of the chief concerns
in developing a peer review process include:

identifying knowledgeable peers who are willing
to act as reviewers;
selecting peers who have no conflict of interest
(e.g., who do not receive grants from the program
or coauthor papers with R&D program
professionals);
developing a suitable rating instrument; and
ensuring confidentiality.

A multiple criteria approach to peer evaluation has been
adopted in several studies. Some of the criteria that
could be used in a peer review to rate published articles
or reports are (Canada Trea ury Board 1984):

overall research quality;
raising of important theoretical issues;
contribution of an important method;
resolving a recognized controversy;
contribution of important data;
leading the field in an appropriate direction; and
provision of new idea for other investigators.



Some of the criteria u ed in e aluation of broad
program and technical functions ( uch a those of

the ational Bureau of Standards in the .S.) include:

importance and prior"it of project;
qual it of taff;
equipment need;
finance;
relation to mission of the organization.

Peer re iew seems to be a valuation tool in evaluating
the quality of R&D. Because of its subjective nature, it
is often used in conjunction with numeric indicators, as
discussed in following ections.

Client sun eys. Thi method is especially rele ant for
e aluation of go ernment R&D, with its multiplicity of
objecti e and broad spectrum of clients. It is well
suited to addre ing the que tion of the u efulness or
rele ance of R&D.

The objectives of the survey and questions to be posed
should be well planned, since this can be an expensive
technique. The survey should be concerned with the
client's assessment of the usefulness of new informa
tion provided by R&D. Some of the assessment con
cerns include:

the scientific quality of published information;
presentation and format, accuracy accessibility,
timeline ,and usefulness;
availability of alternate sources for the data; and
monetary value of the information to the user.

There are several data collection methods:

mail out/mail back;
interviews;
telephone surveys; or
combinations.

Bennett and Jaswal (1980) stress that the procedure to
be used should be decided with care, and preferably in
consultation with speciali ts.

Bibliometrics. "Bibliometrics" refers to the use of
quantitative indicators, particularly count of publica
tions, citations and patents, to e aluate R&D in terms of
both quality and quantit . The Office of Technology
Assessment (1986) provides an exten ive discussion of
the first and second generation activitie comprising
bibliometrics. Briefly, bibliometrics arose from the
search for ways to study science, apart from interacting
with the scientists themselves. Bibliometrics research-
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er a the need to tud the proce ,structure, and
products of science, through re earch on the ci nce
literature. With the creation of the Science Citation
Index, the science literature became an enormou data
ba e containing information regarding the interconnec
tions, producti ity, and importance of research organi
zations.

Bibliometric evaluations have grown in number and
ophi tication since the 1960s, as computer power

became more accessible and data bases were expanded.
Bibliometric studies are often used in conjunction with
peer re iews, in a proce sometimes termed "conver
gent indicators" (Office of Technology Assessment
1986). Some of the key concerns in bibliometric tudies
in 01 ing various mea ure (e.g., publications, cita
tions) are discussed belo .

Publication counts. A common technique for judging
the performance of an R&D program is to simply count
the number of papers produced during the relevant
period. While this is a straightforward procedure, it ha
some important drawbacks which reduce its effective
ness as an evaluation method:

the counts reflect quantity more than quality;

the counts may be misleading due to multiple
articles dealing with the same work in different
journals or conference proceeding ;

in some discipline , especially new ones, the
communication of cientific or technical
infonnation may not be done viajournals or articles;
and

some employers actively discourage open literature
publication for reasons of either commercial or
military secrecy.

Frame (1983) points out a number of fundamental
questions that must be answered before an evaluator can
begin to collect and analyze data:

What publications are to be included in the
evaluation?

What data sources should be u ed?

What time period should be examined? What time
lags should be con idered to allow for lags between
completion of research and publications?

Should only those publications that are directly



a sociated ith the objecti e or field of stud of
the program be included?

How hould one take account of the wide ariation
in publication rates between di ciplines?

What control group is most uitable to use for
ba eline comparisons?

Publication are most valid as an indicator of perform
ance in contexts where one research objective is to
contribute to scientific knowledge. In an applied R&D
program, the application of cience to new products or
proce ses is likely more in line with program objectives
(Canada Treasury Board 1984).

Citation analysis. Citation analysi is a more sophisti
cated version of publication counts. There are also
several drawbacks to using citations as a measure of
R&D quality. The Treasury Board (1984) identifies
some of the distorting influence affecting the use of
citation measures:

the inability to cite the output of secret military and
commercial proprietary industrial research;

the reliance upon personal communication, rather
than on formal communications channels (e.g.,
reports or articles) for the exchange and transfer of
technical information;

the repetition ofsimilar articles by the same author(s)
to present the same findings;

the excessive citations of associate investigators;
i.e., the "I'll cite you and you cite me" routine;

the differences between fields in their citation
behavior and publishing practices;

the habit of self-citation;

the fact that only the first author of a multi-author
paper is used in the citation system;

the variation in how much emphasis is devoted to
disseminating the research; and

the variation in how extensively an article submitted
to a journal is refereed.

Martin and Irvine (1983) note the following as addi
tional problems in using citation analysis:
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authors with identical name;

clerical errors in preparing the citation index;

incomplete co erage of journal ;

"Halo effect" citation (citing a well-known author);

variation of citation rate of a paper due to either
initially unrecognized advances, or integration of
the major advance into the pool of common
knowledge; and

critical citations, that is, citing authors for their
poor research or the unreliability of their findings.

Citation measures cannot be properly used until se eral
years after the publication of research findings because
of the substantial time lags involved in publication.
Such delays are one of many factors which are leading
to the growth of technical reports, the appearance of
"shadow" or "gray" literature, and to more reliance on
computer communication networks. Because of the
time delay, citation measures are best applied to long
term R&D activities. Despite these problems, many
studies have shown the results of citation analysis are
highly correlated with peer reviews and subjective
measures of research quality. Thus, it is a valuable
technique in particular evaluation contexts (Canada
Treasury Board 1984).

Technical report counts. In contexts where restrictions
on publication in the open literature exist, counts of
internal technical reports may be a suitable substitute
indicator. As with publications in the open literature,
the number of technical reports is more a measure of
quantity than quality of R&D output. Moreover, em
phasis on only the number of reports in a given time
period could encourage production of repetitive pieces
rather than solid, high-quality reports.

Other methods. In addition to the methods just dis
cussed, Table 10 lists a number of other approaches.
Benefit/cost measures were extensively reviewed in
Chapters Four and Five; probabilistic methods were
mentioned briefly earlier in this chapter and are dis
cussed at length in McDaniels Research and Quantalyt
ics (1986); productivity measures were discussed briefly
in Chapter Three; organizational characteri tics and
patent counts were not discussed because they are likely
irrelevant to E FOR research; further details of these
latter two approaches are found in Bennett and Jaswal
(1980).



Application to the E FOR program

What potential do these arious methods hold for evalu
ation of the E FOR program? To answer that que tion,
we mu t return to the noneconomic objecti e of the
program, discussed in Chapter Two:

creation of information to assi t in management of
biomass resources; and

de elopment of national expertise in bioma s
energy.

The selected evaluation methods are presented below,
while implementation is addressed in Chapter Seven.

Creation of management information

The chief example of program activities falling under
this objective is the ational Biomass Inventory pro
gram; others include environmental research and simi
lar topics. Chapter Five indicated that a value-of-infor
mation approach could theoretically be used to analyze
the economic contribution of new information to bio
mass resources management decisions. However, we
demonstrated that this approach would be impossible in
practice. Once the objective has been established, and
once the economic criteria are deemed inappropriate,
the next step is to determine the appropriate nonecon
omic criteria. It seems that both the quality and useful
ness of infOimation produced by E FOR would be
appropriate evaluation criteria. The task remaining is to
select the appropriate indicators and methods for judg
ing these criteria.

Research under the ational Biomass Inventory pro
gram, as well as other information-related E FOR
work such as environmental research, might be classed
as either basic research or research falling between
basic and applied research. Table 10 indicates that the
most relevant evaluation approaches for these stages of
research include:

peer reviews;
publication counts; and
citation analysis.
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In a similar ein, the Treasur Board (1984) recom
mends these ame methods a appropriate for e aluat
ing the quality of R&D; it also recommends client
sur eys a appropriate for judging the usefulne s for
R&D.

Given the nature of E FOR both citation analysi and
publication count can be ruled out as evaluation meth
od . The dominance of the pri ate sector among the
contractors, and the relative lack of emphasis on contri
butions to the open cientific literature, suggest that
these methods would be inappropriate here. Instead, the
following methods are recommended:

1) Toevaluatethequalit)'ofE FORresearchdesigned
to generate biomass management information, peer
review is the appropriate method.

2) To evaluate the usefulness of E FOR research
designed to generate biomass management
information, client surveys are the appropriate
method.

Development of national expertise

This objective essentially refers to fostering a national
capability in biomass research, including expertise in
forestry, environmental science, engineering, and eco
nomics. one of the evaluation methods discussed
earlier seem directly applicable to this objective. In
stead, creativity is needed to establish an appropriate
criterion and method.

Perhaps the most straightforward approach would be to
document the number of professionals active in bio
mass research before 1978 in tenns of their experience,
research areas, and qualifications. Then a similar exer
cise could determine the pool ofprofessionals presently
active, again documenting experience, research areas,
and qualifications. Care would have to be taken to
determine the incremental effects of ENFOR on this
increase in national expertise. That is, the increase due
to E FOR and that due to conventional market forces
or pure scientific interests would have to be established.
To document these changes, a nation-wide urvey of
researchers would be required.
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Chapter seven

Implementation

Implementing the methods presented in the previous
chapters is the topic of concern here. Discussed below
are key issues and recommendations for using both
economic and noneconomic e aluation criteria within
the context of a prospective E FOR program evalu
ation.

Economic methods

1) Because the fundamental objecti e of E FOR is
economic it is clear that economic methods (e.g.,
benefit/cost analysis) should be a key aspect of any
E FOR program evaluation. Yet, previous chapters
have at many points stressed that ex post economic
evaluation of R&D is at best a difficult process,
rarely applied in renewable energy contexts. In
Chapters Four and Five, effort was devoted to
establishing workable approaches to the theoretical
and empirical complexities. Before embarking on
a full-scale economic program evaluation, we
recommend that the methods outlined in the e
chapters be applied to one or two case studies, as a
test of the practicality of the approach.

2) The case studies should deal with specific E FOR
research projects that are close to the product
development end of the R&D spectrum. That is,
technology applications that involve developing
machinery for recovery of forest residues, or
producing some similar marketable product, would
be the best candidates. The specific case studies to
be investigated should be selected by E FOR
program managers.

3) When completing either case studies or a full-scale
economic evaluation ofE FOR research, two key
issues that deserve thought are the timing of the
analysis, and the price forecasts. Timing is important
because the innovation and diffusion processes are
lengthy and uncertain. If an evaluation were
conducted too early, the potential benefits may be
underestimated because the innovation would not
have fully penetrated the market. Price forecasts
are important because they are highly uncertain,
and have a major effect on potential benefits.

4) The approach recommended in Chapter Five avoids
direct consideration of timing and price issues by
assuming demand curves are peIfectly elastic at a
fixed level, say $75 or $1 00 per ODt. Thi approach
focuses only on the shifts in suppl curves created
b an innovation, and thus provides estimate of
potential benefit that would be realized once
demand attain the assumed level. The e points
suggest that before proceeding to a ca e study,
E FOR program managers and thi study's
scientific authority should confirm that the
recommended approach is acceptable. The
clarification is needed because the implicit
assumptions would likely have major effects on the
results of a case study.

5) The case studies are appropriate topics for
investigation in the Phase III of thi tudy, to be
undertaken in the fi cal year 1987-88. Chapter One
stated that Pha e III was originally planned to be a
ca e study of the eval uation methodology developed
in Phase II (this report). Once the ca e tudie are
completed, the final report for Phase III should
provide recommendations on the iability of a
large-scale economic eval uation ofselected E FOR
projects.

oneconomic methods

1) The application ofnoneconomic methods (discussed
in Chapter Six) in an E FOR evaluation is at the
same time more straightforward and more complex
than reI iance on economic approaches.

oneconomic methods are more straightforward
because the recommended approaches are well
established and they require no te ting. The issues
are more complex because it is unclear whether
E FOR managers want to or should pur ue such an
evaluation strateg at this time, given that the
program is being sharply curtailed in coming years.
The following points merit consideration ifE FOR
managers are considering an evaluation ofE FOR's
effects based on noneconomic objecti e .

2) To evaluate the quality of research intended to



pro ide information for the management of biomass
resources, Chapter Si recommended a peer re iew
approach. Such a peer re iew should be initially
focu ed on the ational Bioma s In entory
program, ince it repre ent such a major share of
E FOR' 0 erall budget. e recommended that a
paid team of peer re ie ers be dra n from
univer ities or the private ector, perhap with a
coordinating consultant who i a specialist in
evaluation. The team would evaluate the quality of
research as well as various related (and equally
important) issues regarding the ational Biomass
In entor program. Some ke e aluation que tions
for this peer review team to con ider are:

the overall quality of research, based on the
analysis of methods employed, assumptions
adopted, data sources, the degree of which
uncertaintie are indicated, and similar
concerns;

the originality of re earch;

the research efficiency, in terms of subjective
comparisons of budgets to results;

the relevance of the research to the E FOR
program's mission;

whether the program should have been
redesigned in any way, or budgets reallocated,
to better achieve the objective;

how the resulting infonnation has affected (or
could eventually affect) resource management.

Depending on the level of detail devoted to this
peer review, the co ts would range from $60 000 to

90 000. This is a reasonable expenditure for
evaluation of a major research program.

3) To evaluate the usefulness of new infonnation for
biomas management, Chapter Six recommended
a client survey. Again, attention should initially be
focu ed on the ational Bioma s In entory
program. Here, only a limited client ur ey,
employing a telephone interview format, is needed.
Senior analysts dealing with biomass resources in
Energy, Mines and Resources Canada, the Canadian
Forestry Service, and similar ministries in Ontario,
Quebec and British Columbia hould be interviewed
to answer the following que tions:

is the person familiar with the ational Biomass
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Energy program, and why;

how has (or could) the program contribute to
bioma s re ource management and bioma s
resource allo ation deci ions in future ear;

how has (or could) that agenc ' acti itie
been affected by the program;

how has (or could) that agency make better use
of infomlation from the ational Biomass
Energy program;

are there an potential "spin-off' or indirect
uses of the program's data base that maybe of
interest to the agency, such as in forest fire
management, ecological modelling, acid rain
impact assessment, or similar uses?

Such a surve and the resulting report would be a
small undertaking, requiring a budget of perhap

5000 to 10 000. The survey could perhaps be
integrated with the peer re iew panel discussed
above, if an evaluation consultant is retained to
coordinate the peer review.

4) To e aluate the effects of E FOR on the creation
of national expertise in biomass energy, a mail
urvey is recommended. The potential participants

of the survey could be identified through a search
of E FOR files, engineering and environmental
consulting associations, and the Department of
Supply and Services science procurement
information network, as well as other sources. The
survey should investigate the following topics:

whether the organization was invol ed in
biomass research before 1978, the year E FOR
was created;

the number, areas of expertise and
qualifications of professionals active in
biomass research before 1978;

the total amount (in dollar) of biomass related
research conducted annually from 1978 to
1986, and the percentage accounted for by
E FOR;

the maximum total number ofbiomass-related
professionals employed between 1978-86, and
the cun·ent number employed, their areas of
experti e, and their qualifications;



a subjective assessment of the incremental
effects of E FOR on the organization's
expertise in biomass-related research.

Depending on the number of organizations
surveyed, such a survey could be conducted and a
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report prepared for $10 000 to $20 000. The
consultants recommend placing a lower priority on
this e aluation task, because of the imprecision of
the objective of creating national expertise in a
given field.
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